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ÀBSTRACT

A primary objective of a grading system is to enhance price

efficiency. Theoretically, grading systems increase price

efficiency by making available to the end-users more infor-
mation about the good. It has been suggested however, that

the Canadian wheat grading system fails to enhance price

efficiency because it provides end-users with Iittle infor-
mation on the criteria that end-users consider important,

the processing quality characteristics. Specifically, it is
perceived by some that there is an insignificant difference

in processing quality characteristics between grades.

The primary objective of this study sras to determine

whether there exists a significant difference in processing

characteristics between grades Nos. 112 and 3 C.W.R.S.

wheat. The approach taken to fulfill this objective involved

obtaining test results on processing quality criteria by

grade and applying a statistical test to the data. The sta-

tistical test served to group together those test results

which exhibited no significant difference. The statistical
test used is referred to as a "Duncan's TesÈ".

The results indicated that for no comparisons between two

different grades were aII processing characteristics signif-
icantly different. The comparison of some treatments proved

- rv -



substantially more similar (e.9. No. 1C.[^¡.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.

2C.w.R.S. 13.5%) than did the comparison between other

treatments (e.g. No. 1C.W.R.S. 14.5% vs. No. 3C.w.R.S. ). It
vras concluded that the horizontal oríentation of protein

content of C.w.R.S. wheat exaggerated certain results. For

those comparisons of grades of comparable protein contents,

it was concluded that the relationship between protein con-

tent and the rheological and bread volume characteristics
was partially responsible for the large number of processing

characteristics that were shown not to be different. How-

ever, the above conclusion did not explain the similarity of

the remaining processing characteristics between grades.

Final1y, it vras concluded that an insignificant difference

between grades in terms of processing quality characteris-

tics prevents the grading system for C.W.R.S. wheat from

enhancing optimal pricing efficiency.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The function of a grading system is to segregate the

large supply of a heterogeneous good into a small number of

homogeneous categories referred to as grades. l The desired

result is to decrease the variation of quality within a

grade relative to the variation between grades. The criteria

used to segregate the heterogeneous pool are referred to as

grading factors or grading standards. Grades are distin-
guished on the basis of graduated levels of one or more

specified grading standards.

1.1 THE CÀNADIAN WHEAT GRADING SYSTEM

Wheat is a relatively heterogeneous product before entering

the marketing chain largely as a result of its production

process. This characteristic makes it a suitable product

for the grading process. .In Canada, the Canada Grain Act

delegates the responsibility f or the g.rading system to the

Canadian Grain Commission(C.c.c. ). The delegalion of the

responsibility is stated clearly in section II of the Act

which reads "...The Commission shall, in the interests of

grain producers, establish and maintain standards of qualiÈy

for Canadian grain and regulate grain handling in Canada, to

I F.w.Witliams and T.T.Stout, Economics of the Livestock-
Meat rndustrv (N.y.N.Y. :The MacMillan Co. ,1964) ,467 .

1-



ensure a dependable

kets".

The C.G.C. has responded by implementing a vertically

oriented grading system for aII grains under its jurisdic-

tion (tab1e 1 ). Grading Systems of vertical orientation are

built on the assumption that quality increases from a Iow

Ievel at one end of the scale to a high leve1 at the extreme

opposite end.2 Since quality is generally an indicator of

va1ue, price should be directly related to the level of

quality and hence grade.

The vertical orientation of the Canada Western Red

Spring(CWRS) wheat gr.ades is represented numerically. Sam-

ples that meet or surpass the top specifications of the five

grade standards (test weight rvariety rpercentage vitreous

kernelsrsoundness and maximum Iimits of foreign material)

are graded No.1 CVíRS. Samples failing to meet one or more

of the standards of a higher grade are downgraded to the

next lower grade indicated by the next number. For CWRS

wheat, three grades, No.1 12 and 3 CWRS' represent the wheat

used for human consumption. The fourth grade, Canada Feed,

does not have a number and represents wheat that does not

meet at least one of the grade standards of grade No.3 CWRS.

It is used primarily as livestock feed.

2

commodity for domestic and export mar-

2 rbid.,472.



Table 1 Grades of Canada western Red Sprinq wheat

Grade
Name

Standard of QualitY

l,l i n imum
Ki Iograms

H3å"u,.a
Hectol i t re

No. 1

Canada
Western
Red
Spr í ng

Var iety

No. 2
Canada
Western
Red
Spr ing

75

Minimum
Pe rcen tage
by weight
of Hard
vi t reous
Kernels

NeePa¡ra
or âny
varieÈy
Equa1 to
NeePawa

No. 3
Canada
western
Red
Spr i nq

72

Degree of
Soundness

Neepawa
or any
Var ietY
Equal to
NeePaía

llÀnv
I gz lvarietY of
I I rair
I I milling
I I quarity

65
ReasonablY well
ma tured , rea sonablY
free from damaqed
kernels.

Foreign Material
Other Than t{heat

35

Mamximum Limits of

Matter
other Than
Cereal
Gra i ns

Fairly well matured'
mav be moderatelY
blèached,or frost
damaged,but reasonablY
trom severely weather
damaged kernels.

I
I

I

PracticalIY
tree 

¡

Including
Ce rea I
Grains
Other
Than
Wheat

Tota

Excluded frorn higher
grades on account ot
Êrostedrimmature or
otherwise damaged

kernels

Wheats
Classes or

ReasonablY
f ree

Àbout
0,75%

of other
VarieÈies

ReasonablY
f ree

About
't.75z,

Tota I
Including

Durum

AbouÈ
1%

About
3%

Àbout
3.5%

Àbout
311

Abou t
516

Àbout
6%

ñ Internãlõnai Grains Instrtute

r0%
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1.2 STÀTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

From an economic perspective, the increased homogeneity of

grades of wheat resulting from the grading process serves to

1 ) increase operational efficiency and 2) increase pricing

efficiency.3 McCoya describes operational efficiency as

being analogous to an engineer's concept of physical effi-
ciency i.e. it is based on an input-ouÈput relationship. The

introduction of a wheat grading system may increase Èhe

operational efficiency of individual firms in several yrays.

First, the ability to trade on description reduces the costs

associated with inspecting individual samples in terms of

Iost time, ÈraveI, etc. This is a component of search

costs. Second, the costs of resolving disputes over mis-

shipments are reduced. Third, the homogeneity resulting

from grading limits the advantage of advertising which

therefore reduces its incentive and ultimately its cost.

FinaIIy, the industry as a whole increases its efficiency by

permitting suppliers previously operating on a 1ocal basis

to market their product on a national or international
basis.

Pricing efficiency may be defined as the capacity of the

marketing chain to effect change and initiate a reallocation

of resources in order to maintain a consistency between what

is demanded by consumers and what is produced.s The pricing

J.H. McCoy,
port ,Conn. :Avi

Ibid., 10.

Livestock and
euEldõlFo )i¡; Meat Marketinq (West-
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mechanism serves as a communication system between producers

and consumers and its efficiency is simply a reflection of

how weII the system works. À wheat grading system may

increase pricing efficiency 1)through the standardization of

terminology used throughout the marketing chain which per-

mits the association of specific attributes of quality with

particular grades, 2)by increasing the knowledge about the

product which is ultimately reflected by price, 3)by accu-

rately transmitting the preferences of the consumers back to

the producers, A)by facilitating the collection of market

information including prices, and 5)by providing a medium

through which market participants are assisted in making

decisions concerning grades and prices.6

Advocates for a revision of the Canadian wheat grading

system contend that the present system does not encourage

efficient pricing of wheat.T The basis for this position is

the belief that processing quality characteristics that are

important to end-users are not clearly associated with par-

ticular grades (e.g. protein content).8 That is, there is

not a significant difference between grades in terms of some

W. Purce I I , Aqr i c ul tura I Ma r ket i nq : Systems , @!!g!!g-,
cash ana Éutiñffi(Reston,virgiñffiúon Pffi-ó
Co. I nc . ,1979) ,9.

williams and Stout, Economics of the Livestock-Meat Indus-
!-U., 48 6 .

J.Mants rE.Àrnt rC. Maness rR. Roehle and A. Wilson, Wheat
Grades for Canada-Maintaininq ExceIlence,coffir,TgEEJllF

8 rbid., 45.

Canada Grain
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criteria that are important to end-users. The effect of this

factor may be magnified if the preferences of users are not

transmitted back to producers. This may ultimately lead to

an improper allocation of resources by producers.

It has been suggested that a second cause for the improp-

er allocation of resources by producers relates to the

refusal by the C.G.C. to license high yielding different

quality (ttyDQ) varieties of wheat.s Although they are gener-

aIIy of an inferior quality to spring wheatr HYDQ wheats are

attractive to producers because they traditionally produce

higher yields than spring wheats. However, the c.G.c. has

refused to Iicense HYDQ varieties (wittr the exception of

HY320) on the basis that they are visually indistinguishable

from spring wheat which could undermine the high quality

standards of the wheat grading system. The reluctance on

the part of the C.G.C. to license HYDQ wheats may be inter-

preted as an addmission that the present grading standards

may fail to segregate wheat to its processing quality char-

acteristics. That is, the C.G.C. apparently realizes that

HYDQ wheats may be graded as No. 1 C.W.R.S. despite having

significantly different processing quality characteristics.

To avoid HYDQ wheats f rom being conf used with No. 1 C.W.R.S.

the C.G.C. has simply refused to license the majority of the

HYDQ wheats despite there being a legitimate demand for

their characteristics. This topic is cerÈainly deserving of

s C.À.Carter, R.M.À. Loyns, and Z.F.
ni,"Varietal Licensing Standards and
Exports." Cdn. ¿. of Aqric. Economics 34

Ahmadi -Esfaha-
Canadian I{heat

( 1 986) :361-377 .



further research. However,

HYDQ wheats has forced the

this study.

Unfortunately there is
that addresses the question

differences in processing

the grades of CWRS wheat.

to fill some of the void

the CWRS class of wheat.

a void of data

exemption of these

1 .3 OBJECTIVES

the primary objective of this study is to determine whether

there is a significant difference in processing quality
characteristics between grades of Nos.1 r2 and 3 C.W.R.S.

Àchieving this objective wiIl either support or refute the

hypothesis that there is not a close relationship between

grade and processing quality characteristics. If a close
relationship i.s not not found, it will suggest that pricing
efficiencies like1y exist which in turn would imply that the

grading system is less than ideal. The justification for
the undertaking of this study is that this kind of evidence

can be used to identify weaknesses in the existing grading

system and should identify areas for improvemenl.

no published quantitative study

whether there exist significant
quality characteristics between

This study represents an attempt

in research on this question for

7

pertaining to

wheats from

Underlying the primary objective are a number of secon-

dary objectives. First, this study will review related eco-

nomic literature in an attempt to determine the economic



I
relevance of significantly different processing quality

characteristics between grades. Second, this study will
review research specifically concerned with the relationship
between the grading standards and the processing character-

istics with which they are expected to be correlated.
Finally, given the empirical results generated by the inves-

tigation of these objectives, the study will conclude with a

set of recommendations which are consistent with removing

deficiencies in the existing grading system as a means of

improving it.



2.1 COST VS. OPERATIONÀL EFFICIENCY

The preceding chapter identified the potential economic

gains resulting from grading wheat (increased operational

and pricing efficiency) but ignored the opposite side of the

Iedger, the cost associated with implementing the grading

system. The cost is important because for a grading system

to be of any benefit to its users, its gains must exceed its
cost. However, determining the real cost for the case of

the Canadian wheat grading system would not directly con-

tribute towards the objectives of this study. The following
section reviews the cost of grading systems in relative
terms as it relates to the economic aains derived from the

system

In general, the per unit cost of grading is small and

usually less than the cost savings derived from the

increased operational efficiency (e.g. reduced search costs,

reduced disagreements over mis-shipments, reduced advertis-
ing costs) gained through grading.lo Given that the sum of

the direct and indirect costs attributed to grading are less

than the savings from increased operational efficiency, it

Chapter I I

LITERATURE REVIEW

1 o williams and Stout, Economics
Industrv, 480.

-9

of the Livestock-Meat
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is usually assumed that grading results in a net reduction

of marketing costs. l 1 Through the following analysis, then,

it will be assumed that the savings as a result of increased

operational efficiency are greater than the cost of the

grading system, resulting in a net decrease in marketing

costs.

A decrease in marketing costs will ultimately affect the

derived supply curve facing the consumer and the derived

demand curve facing the producer. Given that the derived

supply function is the sum of the marginal costs of produc-

tion and marketing firms (Sc = Mcf + Mcm), a net decrease in

the sum of the marginal cost of marketing should serve to

decrease the supply function (shift it to the right). Given

that the derived demand is the difference between the aggre-

gate consumer demand and the sum of the marginal cost of

marketing (Of =Dc EMcm), a reduction in marketing costs

wiII serve to shift the derived demand curve upwards to the

right

The effects of a reduction in marketing costs on the

derived supply and demand curves are illustrated in a model

taken from williams and Stoutl2 and illustrated in Fig.1.

The following analysis makes several assumptions including;

1 ) aII gains or losses resulting from grading are passed on

to producers, consumers or both, 2) demand and supply func-

11 Ibid., 481.

rbid., 482.'t2



tions are linear, 3) unit marketing costs

volume but are constant throughout, and 4)

sumer

Consumcr
Pr ice

surplus is a valid measure of consumer

r7

r6

r5

t4
t5
12

ll
to

2^

Quonlity Consumcd

Fig. 1 Cost vs.

11

do not vary with

a change in con-

wel fare .

Given a decrease in marketing costs, the derived supply

curve shifts to the right from Scr to Scz (fig.1) and the

quantity produced at any given price is increased. Like-

wiser âs the derived demand curve shifts to the right, the

quantity demanded at any given price increases. Quantity

produced and consumed increases; producer prices increase

while consumer priceS decrease; producerS and consumers

sbare equally in the savings derived from the decrease in

marketing costs. l 3

The distribution of Èhe gains, however' depends on the

relative elasticities of the derived supply and demand

curves. A more inelastic supply curve would result in small-

er quantities soLd and consumed.l4 Most of the savings from

\

Operational Ef f iciency

Form Ouonlif Y Sold

13 Ibid., 483.
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the reduced marketing costs would then accrue to the produc-

ers.

The above analysis acknowledges that there is a cost

associated with grading but assumes that the cost is more

than offset by an increase in operational efficiencies.
Although the preceding discussion is fundamental for a com-

plete review of the economics of grading systems, it did not

discuss the economics of grading systems in terms of pricing

efficiency. The following section focuses on price efficien-
cy as it relates to the present wheat grading system in Can-

ada.

2.2 ECONOMICS OF PRICE EFFICIENCY

In order to assess the present grading system as it relates

to pricing efficiency, it is necessary to identify a model

against which the existing system can be compared. Moreover,

one has to demonstraÈe that a significant difference in pro-

cessing quaJ.ity characteristics between grades is a neces-

sary condition for an optimal grading system and then review

the related technical studies. The first part of the litera-
ture review, then, reviews a series of economic models drawn

from Williams and Stoutls and adapted to the Canadian grain

market. The second part of this chapter reviews the related

technical studies.

14 rbid. , 483.

rbid., 473-478.l5
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The modeLs with which the Canadian wheat grading system

will be compared are the indifference curve models presented

by Williams and Stout. Three different models wiIl be exam-

i ned.

The first model assumes that a grading system does not

exist so that the millers are unable to determine the Ìevels

of test weight and vitreousness in a given sample, two grad-

ing factors understood to be important to the way millers

evaluate wheat. Without any spec i f ic inf ormat ion on .these

grading factors, millers would be inclined to pay the same

price for the two samples(i.e. high test weight, Iow level

of vitreous kernels vs. Iow test weight, high level of

vitreous kernels) which would yield very different results

upon miIIing. This relationship is represented in Fi9.2 by

the slope of the budget line ArÀr' which is equal to one.

H*

at
ã Ar'

l,¡
a,
3Ai¡-

oC¡
>r

Ëcj
o)or ci

2 Introduction of a Grading

Qz ql

Quantity of Vitrcousness

System
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A second assumption regarding A1A1' fixes expenditures by

millers which they are unwitling to increase or decrease.

Millers can, however, unknowingly purchase samples contain-

ing any combination of the grading standards represented by

ÀrAr' . This assumption is key to the analysis of the first

modeI. Assuming fixed expenditures by millers is equivalent

to assuming that the introduction of a grading system does

not change the marketing margin facing the miIler. Support

for this assumption is drawn from the case where the added

cost of the grading system is exactly offset by the gains

resulting from increased operational efficiency, a plausible

scenario. l 6 This assumption effectively eliminates the

effects of the costs of the grading system and the change in

operational efficiency and isolates the effects that the

grading system has on price efficiency.

Wheat producers are the second group of participants

included in the model. Assume that producers' expenditures

are also fixed. Given this assumption ChCl, the production

possibility frontier(eef), represents the alternate combina-

Èions of test weight and vitreousness that may be derived

from a given expenditure i.e. it represents the transforma-

tion of test weight into vitreousness or vice versa. The

concave position of the PPF relaÈive to the origin implies

an increasing marginal rate of transformation(ttlRr).

1 6 Ibid., 481.
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For maximum economic efficiency, the processing( i 'e'

derived demand) and production sectors must be in equílibri-

um;thisoccurswheretheslopeofthebudgetlineofthe
miller (¡rÀr') is equat Eo the slope of the PPF of the pro-

ducer (cncl). Since the sl0pe of ArÀr' iS equal to one and

the slope of chcL is equal to the rate of transformation

from test weight into vitreousness, the optimizing condition

is represented by the f oJ'lowing equation '

test weight Price

vitreousness Price

This condition is

point of tangencY

Nowletusassumethatthepreferencesofallmillerscan
beaggregatedandrepresentedinthismodelbyindifference
curves. In the context of this modeÌ indifference curves

represent those combinations of test weight and vitreousness

among which milLers are indifferent. Furtherr assume that

indifference curves are convex to the originr never cross

one another and that the rever of utirity increases as one

moves avray fron the origin. To maximize utility or satis-

faction, millers must choose that combination of test weight

and vitreousness corresponding to the point where the budget

Iine ÀrAr' is just tangent to an indifference curve' Return-

íng to equilibrium, quantities QrQr' do not represent those

quantities of test weight and vitreousness that maximize

marginal cost of vitreousness

marginal cost of test weight

represented by the point Rr in Fíg'2, the

between ÀrAr' and ChCl.
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utility. À reduction of vitreousness to q2 and an increase

of test weight to qr'would allow millers to attain a higher

Ievel of utility, !212'. However, in the absence of a grad-

ing system millers are unable to display their preferences

and production remains at qlqr' and utility is limited to a

level of IrIr'. This indicates the basic problem of failure
to maximize utility from a given resource utilization
because of a lack of a grading system.

Now assume that a grading system is introduced that will
segregate samples on the basis of test weight and vitreous-
ness. Millers wiIl attempt to increase their leve1 of utili-
ty to fzlz'by increasing their purchases of test weight and

decreasing their purchases of vitreousness. The relative
change in their purchases of the two grading factors wilI
lead to a change in the reLative prices of the grading fac-

tors. The increased purchases of test weight will lead to an

increase in its price relative to the price of vitreousness.

This is illustrated by a decrease in the slope of the budget

line to A2A2'. Production is changed to qzqz' to regain

equilibrium in the production-consumption sectors and the

optimum condition is found at R2.

At this point it may be argued that if the cost of the

grading system is borne by the millers, the added cost will
effectively shift the budget Iine inwards towards the ori-
gin. However, this argument is negated by the assumption

that the expenditures by the millers are fixed. Support for
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this assumption is drawn from studies that have indicated

that marketing margins may remain unchanged as a result of

increased operational efficiency offseting the added cost of

the grading system. I 7 Any change in the position of the

budget line, therefore, is a result of the relative change

in the price of test weight and vitreousness.

By conventional economic analysis, this framework illus-

trates how a grading system improves pricing efficiency. In

summary, increased pricing efficiency as denoted by the

achievement of a higher level of utility was achieved by

1 )enabling millers to demonstrate their preferences through

price differentials, 2)reflecting the millers' preferences

to the producers via the price differentials, and 3) allow-

ing producers to allocate their resources in accordance with

the millers' preferences. the social gains derived from the

introduction of the grading systemr measured in terms of

utitity, are identified as the cross-hatched area in Fig. 2.

with resect to the movement along the production possi-

bifity curve from Rr to Rz, it is not indicative of an

increase in operational efficiency because the level of

technology represented by Rz was available to producers

before the grading system was introduced. Moving from Rr to

Rz obviously indicates a change in technical efficiency but

it cannot be concluded that it is a result of increased

operational ef f iciency.

't7 rbid., 481 .
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Theapp}icabitityoftheabovemodelislimitedbythe

assumptionthatallmillers'preferencesarethesame.Ina
second model (not illustrated) williams and StoutrB address

this limitation by extending the model to include two groups

ofmillerseachhavingdistinctlydifferentpreferencesand
}evelsofexpenditures.Inthiscaseeachgroupwould
attempttopurchasethegradingstandardsthattheymost
preferred. In doing 5or the prices of the preferred stan-

dardswou]dincreaseandthepricesofthelessdesirable
standards would decrease. Iinally, the net ctrange in prices

would depend on the relative strength of the two grouPs'

changes in preferences and changes in real income'

In the third model,

aggregate exPenditures

other exPenditures are
. t'2
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rn Fig.3 A1A1' represents the budget rine of the milrers
and I r I r' the aggregate indifference curve prior to the
introduction of a grading system. rnitiarry IrIr' is t.angent

to ÀtÀr' and quantities g'lgr' are purchased. I{ith the
introduction of a grading system the graded wheat becomes

more expensive relative to all other goods. This causes the
budget line to rotate inwards to ÀzAr'. However, the intro-
duction of the grading system arso provides the mirlers with
a greater assurance of the quarity of wheat being purchased,

a point previously demonstrated by the first model(Fig.2).
The greater lever of assurance on the parÈ of the milrers is
ilrustrated by the indifference curves being rotated to
I3r3'. The shift of the indifference curves indicates that
for any given lever of wheat, mirrers wirr demand a rarger
quantity of atl other goods in exchange for one unit of
wheat. At the neyr equilibrium point, aggregate expenditures
on wheat are increased at the expense of arr other goods.

The foregoing anarysis demonstrates some very basic but
crucial economic concepts concerning the gains accruing from
grading systems. First, if a grading system is implemented

and no gains are derived from it, the added cost of the
grading system will read to a ross of utirity. This is
il-lustrated in Fig.3 by an inward rotation of the budget

line s¡ithout a corresponding change in the orientation of
the indifference curves.
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The foregoing analysis demonstrates a second point with

respect to the cost vs. the utility gained from a grading

system. In order to avoid a loss of utility, the sum of the

change in the operational and pricing efficiencies must at

Ieast equal the inherent cost of implementing the grading

system. Figure 3 addresses only the effect that the

increased pricing efficiency has on the level of utility.
Therefore, the exclusion of operational efficiency from this

model makes it impossibte to determine from Fig.3 whether

the introduction of a grading system wilI ultimately lead to

an increased level of utility.

Figure 3 is useful, however, in demonstrating that the

increased pricing efficiency can lead to a re-orientation of

the indifference curves which is necessary to avoid a loss

of utility. Assuming that the increased pricing efficiency
is a result of increased assurance on the part of the buyer,

indicated by an increased MRS(marginal rate of substitu-

tion), the level of pricing efficiency is directly related

to the level of utility ultimately attained. Where a grading

system does not provide any increase in assurance to the

buyer, the original utility curves in Fig.3 remain unchanged

and it is not cfear that an increase in utility is attained.

To ensure that there is an increase in pricing efficiency
and a corresponding increase in uLiIity, a minimum and nec-

essary requirement of a grading system is a significant dif-
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ference between at least some of the gradesle in Èerms of

processing quality characteristics. For an optimum grading

system this condition becomes more stringent. The grading

standards should maximize the differences in relevant char-

acteristics between grades and minimize overlapping.'o

The preceding models initially depict a scenario in which

grading systems do not exist and subsequently introduce

grading systems to examine its effects. Although the end

results of introducing a grading system are made clear

(increased operational and pricing efficiency) ttre above

models do not explain the forces that actually initiate a

grading system to evolve. A model developed by Farris2l

provides an possible explanation for the evolution of the

Canadian wheat grading system.

Farris suggests that product differentiation may serve as

a precursor for the application of grading standards to a

good. The motive for product differentiation by individual

firms is increased profits through non-price competition. If

a firm is financially successful at differentiating a prod-

uct through the variation of a quality attribute, that vari-

ation may be adopted by the industry thus eliminating any

advantage the originating firm may have had. Where product

19 rbid. , 487 .

rbid. , 487 .

Paul L. Farris,
Di f ferent iat i on
Farm Economics.

20

21 'tunif orm Grades and Standards, Product
and Product Development. " Jgggna! of
42 (1960) :854-863.
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having attributes below ÀÀ' are not suitable for any commer-

c ia1 use.

Line BB' represents the minimum acceptable standards for

health and safety. The increasing slope of BB' suggests that

there are varying degrees of acceptable standards for dif-
ferent uses

Line CC' indicates the current maximum standardization of

processing characteristics for the product. Below CC' prod-

ucts may possess any combination of horizontal and vertical
processing characteristics but because end-users are suffi-
ciently knowledgeable regarding the processing characteris-

tiés, product differentiation is impossibfe and competition

between firms is strictly in the form of price.

The shaded area above CC' represents an area of product

qualiÈy attributes that remains to be explored by the indus-

try. Product differentiation provides a means by which firms

may attempt to extract the possible gains within this area.

Às a result there is a continuing upward pressure on line
CC' as firms realize the potential gains through product

differentiation. Besides advances in grading techniques,

improvements in marketing, production and distribution wiII

contribute to the upward pressure on line CC'. Eventually

the pressure will be transformed into 1 ) an increase in the

average quality levels of products, 2') more accessible qual-

ity attributes that were previously not attainable and 3) a

search for new differentiating factors.



Line DD' represents the practical limits of

tion. The upward sloping orientation of line
that there exist different requirements by

terms of quality attributes. The cost of

increases moving from left to right as a result
ing quality demands.

Finally line EE' represents the upper boundary of product

variation. The area above line EE' represents product vari-
ation that is infeasible because its cost would not be

recovered by the price end-users would be willing to pay.

With resect to the Canadian wheat grading system, the

horizontal axis of Fig.4 represents the horizontal presenta-

tion of protein content. The vertical axis represents the

grading sÈandards. Line CC' represents t.he current state of

the grading system.

It is the rectangular area CC'EE'that is of relevance to
this study. The indifference curve models served to con-

clude that a significant difference in processing quality
characteristics is a necessary requirement for pricing effi-
ciency to occur. If it can be shown that there is no differ-
ence between grades in terms of processing quality charac-

teristics, area CC'EE' of Fig.4 is potentially available for
further research. First, a review of the related technical

studies that have investigated the differences in processing

quality characteristics between grades is necessary. The

24
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following section identifies the characteristics of wheat

that are of importance to its end-users and reviews the

related technical studies that have investigated the differ-
ences of these characteristics between grades.

2.3 REVIEW OF RELATED TECHNICÀL STUDIES

The review of the economic models (above) serves to support

the concept that a significant difference in processing

quality characteristics of different grades is a necessary

condition for an optimal wheat grading system. The models

described also serve to justify the review of the related

technical studies. However, the paucity of technical
research publications on differences in processing quality
characteristics between grades necessitates that a review of

related technical studies folIow an indirect approach. In

this context, it is presumed that an insignificant differ-
ence between grades in terms of processing quality charac-

teristics exists as a result of an insignificant relation-
ship between the grading standards and the processing

quality characteristics. The relationship between the grad-

ing standards and processing quality characteristics wiII
therefore be reviewed as a basis of potential inferences on

relationships between the differences in processing quality
characteristics and grades. For example, if research results
indicate an insignificant relationship between grade stan-

dards and processing characteristics, then it can also be

inferred that there exists an insignificant relationship
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between grades in terms of the processing characteristics

since the grades are defined by the grading standards.

The approach will be clarified by a specific example.

Test weight has been implemented as a grading standard

because it is perceived to be related to flour yieldr âD

important processing characteristic. rf, however, research

results indicate an insignificant relationship between test

weight and flour yield, then it may be inferred that flour

yield is not significantly different between grades since

the grades are defined by test weight. Research on other

grading standards witl be reviewed similarly. Before

embarking on the review, it is necessary to explain what is

meant by the phrase "processing quality characteristics" in

the context of this dissertation.

2.3.1 Processinq Characteristics Related to End-Use
OuaI i tv

Wheat is the primary ingredient for many foods including

breads, biscuitsrpastries, cakesrpastarnoodlesrporridge and

bulgur. Each product requires a flour with processing char-

acteristics that are specific to that product. Consequently

the criteria used to assess flour quality by one miller may

not be the same as that used by another miller who may be

milling flour for a different end-product. This precludes

any one processing quality characteristic of wheat from

being an absolute measure of its quality; each end*use

requires a unique set of characteristics.
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In general, the evaluation of wheat for the purpose of

milling into flour is based on tests for moisture content,
test weight r l 000-kernel weight, protein content, FaIIing
Number va1ue, sedimentation value and flour yield derived

from experimental milling.t2 Each of these tests possesses a

desired range of values.Test values beyond the desired range

may reflect poorly on the sample but are usually not consid-

ered in isolation from the other test values. Likewise,

favorable results from a single Èest generally do not com-

pensate for deficiencies in other test results which reflect
poorly on the sample.23

Information on potential bread yield and quality is
sought by bakers through the use of tests on experimentally

milled flour. Ash contentrcolorrstarch damagerprotein con-

tentrgassing power, amylograph viscosityrwater absorption by

the farinograph test, rheological properties measured by the

extensograph and/or alveograph, and dough development time

by farinograph are criteria used by bakers to evaluate sam-

ples of flour. Again, there exists a range of acceptable

resurts for each test. However the limits of the acceptable

range is determined in a subjective manner and can vary sig-
nificantly between bakers. 2a

22 G.N. rrvine, "wheat
Canadian Centennial
katoon, 1967, 119.

r bid. , 119 .

Ibid. , 120.

23

24

and Its Quality", Proceedinss of the
Wheat Svmposium. Modern Press, Sas-
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IdealIy, appropriate processing criteria should be used

as the grading standards to segregaÈe wheat. However, as

noted previously, test weight, degree of soundness, maximum

percentage of vitreous kernels, percentage of foreign

material and percentage of wheats of contrasting classes are

employed as grading standards in favor of the processing

quality characteristics indicated above.

The reason for not using the processing quality charac-

teristics is clear. Prerequisites for grading standards are

that they be quickly and easily administered at all levels
of the handling and marketing chain at a cost that does not

exceed the gains derived from it. Many of the above process-

ing quatity characteristics presently do not meet these pre-

requisites. In general, the processing quality criteria are

determined by the laborious efforts of technicians at rela-
tively high cost. Furthermore, they require more time than

is normally available at each grading point in the handling

system.

As a result, the present grading standards have been

employed as an alternative to the processing quality charac-

teristics. In such cases where the processing quality char-

acteristics cannot be determined directly as a grading stan-

dard, there must exist a significant relationship between

the processing characteristics important to end-use and the

grading standards which are used as proxies. The following

subsections discuss each grading standard individually, its
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theoretical relationship to specific processing quality

characteristics and a review of research pertaining to those

relat i onships .

2.3.2 Test Weiqht

Test weight(previously in pounds per bushel, now in kilo-
grams per hectolitre) is one of the most widely-used cri-
teria of grain quality for grading purposes. rt may be

defined as the weight of grain per unit volume. The Canadian

Grain Commission sets standards in terms of kilograms per

hectolitre although the trade in Canada and the U.S. rou-

tinely refers to pounds per bushel. Its inclusion as a gr?d-

ing factor is based on its perceived direct relationship to

flour yieId.2s Theoretically, Iow test weights are indica-

tive of the presence of shriveled kernels whichrwhen milled,
produce comparatively lower yields of flour than do plump

kernels. The lower flour yields from shriveled kernels

result from a lower ratio of endosperm to bran.

Study of the relationship between test weight and flour
yield(an accepted index of milling quality) began some sixty
years ago when Mangels and Sanderson studied 1 605 samples of

Hard Red Spring (unS) wheat from the 1915 and 1919-1924 crop

years. Arriving at correlation coefficients between 0.72 and

0.82, they concluded that the use of test weighÈ per bushel

2s Y. Pomeranz, Quality Control for the Food Industrv, êd.
Amihud Kramer, Bernard A. Twigg (Westport Connecticut:'The Avi Publishing Co. Inc. ) ,271 .



as a grading factor was justified

tionship to flour yield.26

subsequent studies have both supported and contradicted
this rerationship. shuey examined 287 rots of wheat and

found a correlation coefficient (0.744) comparable to that
of Mangels and sanderson. However shuey concluded that a

grain sizing technique which increased the correration coef-
ficient to 0.957, was a better indicator of flour yield than

vras test weight.27

Using a slightly different approach, Baker et at conclud-

ed that the correration coefficient between test weight and

flour yierd was specific to the crass of wheat;for HRS wheat

it was 0.365.28 More recently l{atson et aI al2s found a cor-
reraÈion coefficient of 0.48 which is closer to that of Bak-

er et aI than that of Shuey or Mangels and Sanderson.

Finarly, the resurts of a study by Hook3o cast further doubt

on the rerationship between bushel weight and flour yield.

30

on the basis of its rela-

26 G.E.Mangels and T.Sanderson,"Correlation of Test Weight
Per Bushel of Hard Spring Wheat with Flour yield and Oth-
er Quality Factors." krea! Chem 2 (1925): 365-369.

W:C.Shuey,"A Wheat Sizing Technique for predicting Flour
Milling Yield." Cereal Sci. Todav 5 (1960): 71-72:

R.J.BakerrK.H.Tipples and A.B.Campbell r"Heritablities of
and Correlations among Quality traits in Wheat." Can. J.
Pl.Sci 51 (1971): 441-448. 

-
C.A.Watson rL.D.Sibbitt and O.J.Banasik, "Relation of
Grading and Wheat Quality Factors to End-Use eualityCharacteristics f or Hard Red Spring l{heat. " gakers D:Lg
51(1) (1977)z 38.

S.C.Hookr"!pugi!i".Weight and Wheat eua1ity." J. Sci.
Food Àric 35 (198a): 1136-1141.

27

28

29

30
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Thi s study led to the concl-us ion .that no just i f icat ion courd

be found for using test weight as a quarity characteristic.
Based on these pubrished studies using commerciar rots of

wheat, it is concluded that there is unlikely to be a sig-
nificant correlation between test weight and flour yierd.
This impries that a grading system which is based upon the

existence of such a correlation wirl be suboptimar, particu-
larry since correlation is rerated to an indirect measure

(test weight) of the real quality factor (flour yield).

2.3.3 Varietv

schedure r of the canada Grain Act which lists the grade

determining factors for the cwRS crass of wheat includes

"variety" as a standard of quality by stipulating that in
order to grade No. 112 or 3, the grain must be any variety
that had been previously officially decrared as being equar

in quarity to Neepawa. This decraration occurs at the time

the variety is registered by the Food production and rnspec-

tion Branch of Agricurture canada for commerciar production.

rn 1988 the list of registered varieties in the chÏRs com-

prised 21 varieties.sl Many of these varieties are grolrn on

small acreages in locaLized areas. rn 1988, three closely
related (genetically) varieties, Co1umbus, Katepwa and Nee-

pavra, covered 88.5% of the Prairie bread wheat acreage. The

31 P.K.ry. Ng, M.G. Scanlon and I,t. Bushuk. "A Catalog of Bio-
chemical Fingerprints of Registered canadian wheãt culti-
vars by Electrophoresis and High performance Liquid chro-
matography 1 988. " p.2, Food Science Department,
University of Manitoba.



fourth ranked variety, Park,

age. " '

Varieties included in the C.W.R.S. class have their own

unique set of agronomic characteristics such as resistance

to diseases and insects and inherent yield but all are of

similar milling and baking quality. The registration system

for CWRS wheat effectively curbs the introduction of other

varieties. The grading system takes into account the varie-
tal standard by specifying the same standard, Neepawa, which

must be met by all other varieties if the grain is to quali-
f.y for grades Nos.112 and 3 CWRS.

The inclusion of variety as a grading standard ensures

that the inherited component of processing characteristics
is maintained at approximately the same leveI for all
varieties within a grade c1ass. This is one of the key fac-

tors that contribute to the uniformity of quality of the

grain in a single grade. Of the other wheat producing coun-

tries, only Australia has a varietal requirement in their
standards for the Prime Hard and Hard grades of Australian

Standard White class of wheat..33 The varietal sÈandard in

the Aust.ralian wheat grading system is administered differ-
ently than in Canada(see above). Assignment of a grade to

32

covered only 2.8% of. the acre-

32 Prairie Pools Inc. Prairie Grain Variety Survey, 1988. À
report prepared by the Prairie Pools, Regina, SK., Table
1.

3 3 w. Bushuk. " Wheat Class
Canada and Australía. "
A.E. Slinbard and D.B.
chewan, Saskatoon,Sk.,

Identification and Segregation in
in Wheat Production in Canada,

Fowlerreds. University of Saskat-
603-61 3.
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the farmer's delivery is based on a signed declaration of

the variety name.

The varietal standard differs from the other grading fac-

tors in that it does not segregate Nos.1 and 2 CWRS into
graduated levels. Instead, a single variety is applied as

the standard for both grades. Since both grades are subject-

ed to the same varietal restriction, it may be inferred that
variety does not act to distinguish processing quality char-

acteristics between grades. Rather, variety is more con-

cerned with the exclusion of different varieties, an objec-

tive of the grading system that is not at issue in this
study. Therefore, since technical research has not pursued

the relevance of variety in terms of differences in process-

ing quality characteristics between grades, it wilI not be

pursued further in the present study.

Given that variety does not distinguish processing quali-
ty characteristics between grades, the basis for its inclu-
sion focuses solely on the exclusion of varieties having

processing quality characteristics different from Neepawa.

Having previously stated that wheat is the primary ingredi-
ent of a large number of products, the inclusion of variety
as a grading standard could potentially exclude varieties
which do not possess superior breadmaking qualities but

which nonetheless may be denanded by end-users. In such a

case variety may act as a constraint by inhibiting efficienÈ
pricing since an allocation of resources between what is



demanded and what is produced is

es.

2.3.4 Vitreousness

Vitreousness refers to the degree of glassy or transparent

appearance of the wheat kernel. Non-vitreous kernels appear

starchy or opaque. In Canadian wheat grading, it is
expressed in terms of percentage of "hard vitreousness ker-

nels". By regulatory definition of the C.G.C., this grading

factor also includes broken or otherwise physically damaged

kernels. The inclusion of vitreousness as a grading factor
relates to its perceived correlation to hardness.3a KerneI

hardness in turn is theoretically affected by protein and

moisture contents.3s Extremely hard milling characteristics
may lead to a decrease in flour quantity whereas soft wheats

yield fine flour desirable for cakes and pastries but not

for breads.

The reasons as to why vitreousness is a grade standard is
not cIear. The relationship between vitreousness and pro-

tein content has been the subject of numerous studies that
date back to Confederation. Sharp36 provided a brief review

of the earliest studies that supported a direct relationship
between vitreousness and protein content. In 1925 Mangels

34

not guided by market forc-

34 Y. Pomeranz, Ouality Control for the Food Industry,
I bid. , 271 .

P.F. Sharp, "Wheat and Flour Studies IX. Density of
as Influenced by Freezing, Stage of Development and
ture Content." Cereal Chem 3 (1927): 14.

35

36

271 .

Wheat
Moi s-
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and Sanderson provided results that contradicted this rela-
tionship. Based on a study of the 1922-24 North Dakota Hard

Spring Wheat(USW) crop, they concluded that the percentage

of dark hard vitreous kernels could not be considered a

reliable index of protein content.3T Subsequent studies

focused on several factors thought to influence vitreousness

including farming practices, the environment and heredity.
WhiIe these studies are of importance, they did not clarify
the relationship between vitreousness and protein content.

It was not until the mid 1970's that a resurgence in

research on this subject began. The 1973 and 1975 U.S. win-

ter wheat crops were characterized by the lowest average

protein content of the previous t.wenty-five year period and

an increase in the presence of yellow berry(vn) or non-vi-

treous kernels. The influx of yellow berry hard winter wheat

into the marketing system v¡as met with uncertainty and

resistance by the importers such that discounted offers were

rejected. The confusion within the marketplace and the

practice of discounting by exporters initiated several stud-

ies concerning vitreousness and milling and baking quali-

ties.

37 G.E.Mangels and T.Sanderson, "Correlation of Test I{eight
Per Bushel of Hard Spring Wheat with Flour Yie1d and Oth-
er Quality Factors." Cereal Chem 2 (1925)z 365-359.

D.P.Phillips and F.F.Niernberger r "MiIIing and Baking
Qualities of YeIlow Berry and DarkrHard and Vitreous
Wheats." Bakers Diq 50(1) (1976): 42.

38
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One relevant study by PhiIIips and Niernberger3s used

1 560 samples of HRW wheat from the 1972-75 crop years to

clarify the relevance of vitreousness as a grading factor.
The results supported two important hypotheses. First, at

the same protein level there yrere no significant differences

in the milling and baking qualities of samples of different
levels of vitreousness. Second, wheat protein lras found to

be a better indicator of flour quality than the percentage

of dark hard vitreous (ottv) kernels from which it was

milled. Based on these findingsr it was concluded that sub-

classes determined by vitreousness were redundant and better

measures of quality(e.g.protein content) were avaiIabIe.se

The events of the 1970's initiated a second study by Pom-

eranz et al. Laboratory milling and baking tests were per-

formed on 14 commercial and 6 varietal HRW wheat samples

varying in protein content and vitreousness. Protein was

again found to be a satisfactory index of breadmaking quali-

ty while vitreousness v¡as found to be unsatisfactory.4o

By May 1977 the Grain Division, Agricultural Marketing

Services, U.S.D.A. had eliminated the grading subclasses of

HRW wheat based on the poor correlation between vitreousness

and bread baking quality(watson et aI ,1977). At t.he same

time the Grain Division proposed that protein be included as

39 rbid., 42.

Y. Pomeranz rM.D. Shogren rL. C. Bolte
tional Properties of Dark Hard
Wheat. " Bakers Diq 50 ( 1 ) (1976) :

40 and K.F.Finney r "Func-
and Hard Red Winter

42.
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a grading factor because of its trigh correlation with baking

quality. However the proposed changes involved only HRVü

wheat, excluding HRS wheat because of a lack of research

data pertaining to this class of wheat.

Subsequently t^latson et aLal undertook a study to partial-

Iy evaluate the grading system for HRS wheat. Samples of HR!.¡

wheat from the 1g71-75 North Dakota crops were analyzed as

individual and composite samples. For this class of wheat,

Watson et al concluded that vitreousness could not be used

to predict protein content.42 Their conclusion was based on

variations in the magnitude and the sign of the correlation
coefficient. Furthermore, it is well known that vitreous-

ness can be readily destroyed by as litt1e as one cycle of

wetting and drying whereas protein would be unaffected.

Nevertheless, kernel vitreousness remains a grading factor

for U.S. HRS and durum wheat classes.

There have been no Canadian studies of the significance

of vitreousness as a grading factor for the Canada Western

Red Spring class of wheat. While Èhere seems to be no tech-

nical reason for retaining it, the market place recognizes

that a wheat sample with a high percentage of hard viÈreous

kernels has an attractive appearance which gives a percep-

tion of superior quality. Àccordingly, it will probably

41 C.À.WatsonrL.D.Sibbitt and O.J.Banasikr"ReIation of Grad-
ing and Wheat Quality Factors to End-Use Quality Charac-
teristics for Hard Red Spring Þlheat." Bakers Diq 51(1)
(1977): 38.

r bid. , 38.42
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remain a part of the Canadian wheat grading system well into
the future.

2.3.5 Soundness

Soundness is the most subjective grading factor. It is most-

ly concerned with the measure of the degree of kernel matur-

ity and damage. Kernel damage is a term covering many types

of deformities caused by frost,heat,mold and other types of

damage. Each type of damage affects the milling and baking

qualities in a unique way(Hyslop p.5).

In 1930 Newton and Mallocha3 studied the effect of frost
on wheat at various stages of maturity and concluded that
frost reduced flour yield at all stages of maturity, the

reduction being directly related to the stage of maturity

and the degree of frost damage. As weII, frost was found to

have an adverse effect on the baking quality of immature

samples but little effect on that of mature samples. Newton

and Malloch concluded that in wheat, the reduction in grain

yield caused by immaturity and frost was significant while

the deterioration in quality was less than expected.

In 1937 Malloch et aI examined samples from annual sur-

veys of the 1930 to 1935 crops to determine the effect of

frost on milling and baking quality. Again it was found

that frost damage had the most pronounced effect on quality

43 R.Newton and J.C.MaIIochr"Variation
Wheat Grown in Replicate Plots. "(1930): 669-677.

in the Quality of
Science Àqron 1 0
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vrhen the kernels were immature. Malloch concluded that, with

regard to frost damage and maturity, soundness yras a fairly
good index for milling quality but a poor indicator of bak-

ing qua1ity.4¿ IÈ was concluded that the decrease in flour
yield was due to the tough and fibrous nature of middlings

of immature frosted kernels.

In 1985 Dexter et al studied the effect of frost damage

on the milling and baking performance of Canadian hard red

spring wheaÈ. Cargo samples of Canada Feed wheat, obtained

during a lwo month period in 1983, were used to determine

the ability of the Canadian grain grading system to predict

end-use quality of CWRS wheat by visual assessment of frost
damage. It lras concluded that as the degree of frost damage

increased, flour yield decreased, flour ash increased and

flour color deteriorated. Likewise baking quality deterio-
rated with increased frost damage which was traced to poor

gluten quality.4 s

The second important contribution to the soundness factor

is sprouted kernels. The percentage of sprouted kernels is
included as a grading standard because it is a reasonably

reliable indicator of an important starch-degrading enzyme

caIled alpha-amylase. A small amount of alpha-amylase is

44 J.C.MaIlochrW.F.GeddesrR.K.Larmour and A.G.McCaIlar"The
Quality and Grading on Frosted Wheat." Can.J.Res. 15
(1937): 567-s92.

J. E.Dexter ,D. J.Mart in ,K. R. Preston, K.H. Tipples and
A.W.MacGregorr"The Effect of Frost Damage on the MiIling
and Baking Quality of Red Spring Wheat." Cereal Chem
62(2) (1980): 7s-80.

45
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necessary for bread-dough fermentation. The optimum level

of alpha-amylase activity may be exceeded due to the pres-

ence of sprouted kernels or it may be insufficient in which

case malted wheat or barley flour may be added after mill-

ing.

Although it is common knowledge that the presence of

sprouted grain results in a high leve1 of alpha-amylase

activity, research has also shown that excessive leveIs of

the enzyme may be present in some samples of sound grain.46

Even though visual sprouting may not be present, excessive

levels of alpha-amylase may be present as a result of a wet

harvesting. In cereal technology this condition is referred

to as "incipient" sprouting. Thus, the percentage of

sprouted grain cannot always be used as an accurate index of

alpha-amylase activity.4T In many cases, the alpha-amylase

activity must be measured directly by appropriate analytical
procedures.

The above review has indicated that the use of soundness

as a grading standard is justified based on the relationship

between frost damage and milling and baking quality. More-

over, the above review indicates that percentage of sprouÈed

grain is not always a reliable indicator of alpha-amylase

activity. Further research is needed on the development of

46 Lawrence Zeleny Wheat: Chemistrv and Technoloqv,
Pomeranz (St.Paul, Minn.: Àmerican Association of
Chemists, 1964),33

r bid. , 33.47

ed. Y.
CereaI
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direct methods for measurement of arpha-amyrase activity
that would be compatible with a rapid grading system.

2.4 FOREIGN MATERIAL

Foreign materiar may be defined as material present in the

sample other than the grain being graded. This may include

chaff , straw rhulls, (grain of ) other cereal grains rweed

seeds and wheats of other crasses admixed during harvest.
Foreign material has been incruded as a grading factor for
two reasons. First, it detracts from the total utility of a

sampre by reducing flour quantity. Processors usually remove

foreign materiar which resurts in a loss of weight and a

reduction in the yield of the end product. Second1y, foreign
materiar that is inseparabre may affect frour quality. This

category includes grain of wheat of other crasses which is
not separable by the usuar cleaning machines availabre in
grain erevators and frour mirrs. The maximum allowable rimit
for the lowest milling grade is 10%.

The basis for utilizing foreign material as a grading

factor may be justified intuitivery. rf the foreign material
in a given sample is found to be separable, flour yield is
decreased in direct proportion to the proportion of foreign
material thaÈ is extracted. rf the foreign material in a

given sample is found to be both inseparable and deleterious
to flour quality, the adverse influence of the foreign
maÈerial may again be proportionate to the extent that it is
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present(e.g. impurities affecting flour color). If the for-

eign material is efficiently separated prior to milIing, the

intrinsic properties of the wheat wiIl be fuIIy recovered.

Given the above relationships, it may be concluded that the

inclusion of foreign material as a grading factor serves to

indirectly produce significant differences in processing

quality characteristics between grades. Therefore, the

inclusion of foreign material as a grading factor wiIl not

be pursued.

2.5 CONCLUSION

The foregoing review of related literature has served two

purposes. First, it has illusÈrated that a significant dif-

ference in processing quality characteristics between grades

is a necessary condition for a grading system to promote

pricing efficiency. This condition was demonstrated by the

review of several economic models. Second, while the review

of the technical studies failed to illustrate that there

exists a significant difference in processing quality char-

acteristics between grades, the review did establish suffi-

cient concern to warrant further research. The following

analysis attempts to answer those concerns.



3.1 APPROACH

The approach taken by this study included 1 )obtaining test
results (Uy grade) on the processing quality characteristics
described above and 2)performing the statistical analysis on

the above Èest results and grouping together those results
that proved not to be significantly different. Theoretical-
ly, if the processing quality characteristics are not relat-
ed to grade the statistical test would group all test
results together. In such a case the grading system would

not enhance pricing efficiency as end-users would have lit-
tle assurance of the quality of a wheat sample. If the pro-

cessing characteristics are related to grade, then the sta-

tistical analysis should segregate the test results

according to grade.

Chapter III
ÀPPROACH, DATA AND STÀTISTrCÀL METHOD

3.2 STÀTISTICAL METHOD

The analytical procedure involved the application of a sta-
tistical test to the data described below. The statistical
test that was administered is referred to as a "Duncan's

Test."48 The Duncan's Test states that for the means of two

48 D.B. Duncan. "Multiple
Biometrics 3 (1955): 1-42

Range and MuItiple F Tests."
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be significantly different the shortest signifi-

the shortest

between the

must be less than the difference between the

shortest significant range is the product of the

studentized ranges and the standard error. When

significant range is less than the difference

means, there does not exist a significant dif-

ference between the means.

The statiStics necessary to compute the Ducan's Test

include a) the means of the data being tested, b) the stan-

dard error of each mean (Sm), and c) the degrees of freedom

on which the standard error is based. The degrees of free-

dom and the sample size are used to determine the signifi-

cant studentized ranges which are drawn from a table enti-

tled ,,significant studentized Ranges For a 5% Level New

Multiple Range Test."4e The significant studentized ranges

are then rnultiplied by the standard error to produce the

shortest significant range which is then compared to the

difference between the means.

The validity of the Duncan's Test results rest on several

assumptions regarding the data. First, it is assumed that

the sample of observed means being testedr m1rm2rm3...mn

have been drawn independently from n normal populations of

true means ut ,u2 rUs...Ufi. SecOnd, it iS aSSumed that the

standard error is unknown but that an estimate, Sm, is

available. It is assumed that Sm is independent of the

4s rbid., 6.



observed means

f reedom. s o

3.3 DATÀ

The data that were analyzed were obtained from bulletins

published quarterly by the Canadian Grain Commission. These

bulletins are entitled 'Quality of Canadian Grain Exports'.

The bulletins provide milling and baking quality data for

red spring wheat cargoes exported from Canada by ship for a

given quarter. The processing quality characteristics pre-

sented in the bulletins and employed in this study include:

test weightr wÊight per 1000 kernels, wheat alpha-amylase

activity, FaIIing Number value, moisture content, wheat pro-

tein content, wet gluten content, ash content, flour protein

contenÈ, flour color, flour starch damage, flour alpha-amy-

lase activity, amylograph peak viscosity, baking absorption,

gassing power, loaf volume, bread appearance, crumb colort

crumb texture, blend loaf volume, farinogram absorp-

tionrfarinogram development time, extensigram length, exten-

sigram maximum height, extensigram area, alveogram lengtht

alveogram area, and alveograph w value(number of ergs). The

data were derived from the analysis of composite samples

prepared from samples representing individual cargoes

exported during the given quarter. The buLletins present

the data by grade, guaranteed protein content for No.1 C.W.

and No.2 C.w., and export position(atlantic or Pacific).
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and is based on the number of degrees of

so rbid., 7.



TÀBLE 2

2. NO. T CANADA WESTERN RED SPRING WHFÁT
ATIJq'NT¡C COMPOSTTES

Quality Parameler

WHE.AT
Test Welght. kgzhL
Weight per lO30 Kemels, g
Protein Conlent, %
Alpha-amylase Activity, units/g
Falling Number, s

Flour Yield, %
FLOUR

Protein Content, %
Wel Gluten Content, %
Ash Content, %
Colo¡, units
Starch Damage, Fanand units
Alpha-amylase Activity, units/g
Amylograph Peak Viscosity, B.U.
Mahose Value, 9/100 g
Baking Absorption, %

BREAD
Loal Volume, cmr

Appearance
Crumb Stuctu¡e
Crumb Color

Blend Loal Volume, cmr

FARINOGRAM
Absorption, %
Development Time, min

EXTENSIGRA}I
Lengrh, cm
Height at 5 cm, B.U.
Maximum Height, B.U.
Area, cm'

ALVEOGRAM
Lengfh, mm
P (height x l.l), mm
Are¡, cmt
W, x lOt ergs
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14.5

NO. 1C.W

Q1 t
27.7

2.5
445
75.3

14.2
41.7
0.49
-0.2

25
l.J

670
1.6

63

13.5

8l.8
28.7
r3.7
5.t

425
75.3

13.2
38.0
0.50

-0.5
28
2.0

590
1.8

62

870
8.0
6.8.
6.5-¿y

720

t2.5

82.3
30.6
12.6
3.2

M5
76.0

12.4
34.8
0.s0
-0.4

28
1.7

JYJ
t.9

62

ðu5
t-ó

5.8.ay
685

62.7
4.00

vÞJ
8.5
6'8.o
6.8.¿

/b5

63.2
5.25

22
290
520
r50

133
92
&

4r3

Source : Qual i ty of Canadian Gra in Exports , Quarter).y
Bulletin No. 227 Third Quarter, 1984-85, Canadian
Grain Commission, Grain Research Laboratory Division.

62.8
4.25

22
290
<fìô

145

124
93
60

390

2l
280
450
r30

r08
97
54

360
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Data for the first quarter of the 1975-76 crop year to the

first quarter of the 1985-86 crop year were used. It should

be noted that gaps in the data exist where particular grades

were not exported during a particuLar period or certain

tests trere not implemented. Table 2 is a reproduction of a

page of a recent C.G.C. Cargo Bulletin and provides an exam-

ple of the type of data that will be analyzed in the follow-
ing example

3.4 EXÀMPLE OF DUNCÀN'S TEST

The following section provides an example of the Duncan's

Test administered to one of the processing quality charac-

teristics. The data used in the following example is the

actual data for alpha amylase activity(ex Pacific). The data

is formally summarized and presented in Table 3. It should

be noted that no data exist for the period from the firsÈ
quarter of 1975-76 to the first quarter of 1980-81 since the

test was not administered by the C.G.C. The objective of

the test will be to determine whether the means for each of

the six grades (treatments) i.e. No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%, No.1

c.w.R.s. 13.5%, No.1 c.w.R.s.12.5%, No.2 c.I^I.R.S. 13.5%,

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5% and No.3 C.W.R.S. are signif icantly dif-
ferent from one another.

The analysis of the alpha amylase activity data will fol-
low the outline of the Duncan's Test described above. From

the data in Table 3, the necessary statistics are derived



TABLE 6.ALPHA ÀMYLASE

Year/Quarter
1980-81 / 1

1e80-81 /2
1e80-81 /3
1980-81 / 4
19e1-82/1
1981-82/2
19e1 -82 / 3
1981-82/4
1 982-83 / 1

1 982-83 / 2
1 982-83 / 3
1982-æ / 4
1983-84/ 1

1983-84/2
1 983-84 / 3
1983-84/ 4
1984-8s/ 1

1984-8s/2
1 984-85 / 3
1984-8s/ 4
1985-86/ 1

1 CWRS
14.5%

)
1

1

1

0
0
0
1

0

ACTIVITY DÀTA

6
I
5
I
I

3
I
5
0

1

13
2
2
1

1

1

0
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
0
2
1

1

13
2
2
2
2
2
0
1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

2
2
i

CWRS

(sx pecrFrc)

:

0.9
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.4
0.9
1.9
11 .9

qo/

7
3
0
0
I

o

2
7
0
6
3
1

5
9
3
6
7

2 cwRs
13.5%

:
0.7
1.5
2.0
1.9
2.0
1.4
2.2
2.5
2.2
3.s
4.9
5.8
2.1
11.1
12.5
6.7
4.7

Source: Quality of Canadian Grain Exports, Quarterly
Bulletins Nos.194-234, Canadian Grain Commission, Grain
Research Laboratory Division.

2 cvrRs
12.5%
4.2
3.2
2.6
1.8
3.1
1.5
1.6
2.5
2.5
1.6
1.8
2.2
2.4
4.1
4.8
6.7
2.0
10 .2
2.7
12 .9
6.5
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and presented in Table 4. In part a) of Table 4 the means of

the six treatments are presented. Part b) of Table 4 lists

the analysis of variance. The degrees of freedom are taken

from the analysis of variance and are necessary to derive

the significant studentized ranges from a table entitled

"Significant Studentized Ranges For a 5% Level New MuItiple

Range Test."51 The significant studentized ranges are listed

in part c) of Table 4. Part d) of Table 4 calculates the

standard deviation.

3 cwRs

18.0
5.8
6.4
4.6
5.9
3.4
5.5
3.7
4.7
2.5
2.0
4.4
4.6
11.5
6.8
1 0.6
7.5
41.3
63.2
30.2
28.2

2
I

tr
o

sl rbid, 4.



TABLE &wORKSHEET FOR DUNCAN'S TEST (AT,PHE AMYLASE
AcrrvrrY,Ex PÀcrrrc)

a)
grade 1CI^7RS l CWRS

14.5% 13.5%
mean 1.269 1.571

b)Ana1ysis of Variance

Source D.F. M.S.
Model 5 394.49
Error 1 09 47 .90

c )Signif icant Studentized Ranges
P: (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2.44 2.92 3.01 3.08 3.11

d ) Standard
Sm=
Sm=

e ) Shortest
P: (2)
Rp:8.55

f)ResulÈs

cwRs 2cwRS
2.5% 13.5%
.858 3.852

Er ror
M.s. (Error) /o.s. (uodet)
47.90/5 = 3.09

Significant Ranges
(3) (4) (5) (6)
9.24 9.33 9.54 9.73

Treatment Mean GrouP

No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% 1.269 À
A

No.1 C.w.R.s. 13.5% 1.571 A
A

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5% 1.858 A
A

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5% 3.852 À
À

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5% 3.982 À

No.3 C.W.R.S. 12.895 B

(note:those means with common letter are not
signi f icantly dif ferent )

49

2CWRS
12.5%
3.982

3cwRs

1 2.895

Having derived all of the necessary statistics, two final

calculations are made. First, the significant studentized
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ranges are multiplied by the standard error to yield the

shortest significant range. The shortest significant ranges

are presented in part e) of Table 4. Finally, the shortest

significant ranges are compared to the differences between

the tvro means (part f ).

Given the prevíously calculated means, the difference

between means is significant if it exceeds the corresponding

shortest significant range; otherwise the difference between

the means is not significant. For example, because the means

of No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% and No.3 C.W.R.S. represent the range

of six means, the difference between the means must exceed

the shortest significant range R=9.73 to be significant. In

this case the difference between the means (11.626) does

exceed the shortest significant range and the statistically

different means are assigned to different groups(a for No.1

C.W.R.S. 14.5% and B f or No.3 C.W.R.S. ).



Chapter IV

RESULTS

This section presents, in summary form, the results of

analyses of data f or three grades' Nos.1 ,2 and 3 C.W.R.S.

Grades Nos.1 and 2 C.W.R.S. are segregated according to pro-

tein content into levels of 14.5%,13.5%112.5% and 13.5% and

12.5%, respectively. The segregation of Nos.1 and 2 C.w.R.S.

by protein content expands the data base to six treatments-

No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%, No.1 c.w.R.S. 13.5%, No.1 C.w.R.S.

12.5%, No.2 c.w.R.S. 13.5%, No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5% and No.3

C.W.R.S. (Hence forth the six segregations will assume the

sta!istical term "treatment" to facilitate reference to seg-

regations within the same grade.) This arrangement a1lows

for the comparison of treatments having the same grade but

different protein content or alternatively, comparable pro-

tein content but different grade.

The Duncan's Test was used for each processing quality

characteristic separately. Those treatments whose means are

not significantly different vrere grouped together. For some

characteristics, the difference vfas not significant; in such

cases all treatments were grouped together. For character-

istics for which each of the six means were significantly

different, the treatments vrere grouped separately.

51
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The Duncan's Test results are listed in Àppendix 1 (p.

76). Analyzing each processing quality characteristic indi-

vidually, as presented in Àppendix 1, does not fully address

the primary objective of this study. The limited signifi-
cance drawn from evaluating the results of the characteris-

tics individually relates to the end-use of wheat. Wheat is

the primary ingredient for numerous end-products. Each end-

use assigns a unique level of significance to each charac-

teristic.s2 This precludes an individuat evaluation of the

characteristics and an ordinal ranking of the results.

Alternatively, the Duncan's Test results have been aggre-

gated in Tab1es 5 and 6. These tables isolate one of the six

treatments (grades and subgrades by protein content) against

another and identifies those processing quality characteris-

tics that prove to be significantly different between the

two treatments. Each of the 15 possible combinations of

treatments is addressed. The results from the Àtlantic car-
goes are presented in Table 5 and those for the Pacific car-
goes in lable 6.

52 Pomeranz Wheat Chemistrv and Technoloov p.202
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4.1 ÀTLÀNTIC CARGO RESULTS

The comparison of treatments across grades(i.e. No.1

C.W.R.S. vs. No.2 C.W.R.S. ) are presented in rows one

through 11 of Table 5. Returning to the necessary condition
being examined, arr processing quality test results shourd

be significantry different across grades for a grading sys-
tem to be optimar, except of course, for grain and flour
protein of grades segregated by the same protein content.
Tabre 5 shows that of the 11 across-grade comparisons, the

maximum number of significantly different processing guality
characteristics proved to be 27 of a possible 31. This
resurt was found for the comparison of the most extreme

treatments, No. 1 c.w. R. s. 14.5% vs. No. 3 c.w. R. s. The least
number of significantry different processing quarity charac-
teristics v¡as found to be nine for the comparison of the

treatments No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5% vs. No.2 C.w.R.S. 1Z.S%.

For each of the six treatments, the opposing treatment
corresponding to the minimum number of significantly differ-
ent processing quality characteristics proved to be the

treatment with the closest protein content. That is, the

across-grade comparisons suggested that the number of dif-
ferent characteristics between treatments was directly cor-
related with the difference in protein content between those

treatments. Twenty-one characteristics proved significantry
dif f erent between No.1 C.Í{.R.S. 14,5% and No.2 C.w.R.S.

13.5%, only 12 between No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% and No.2 C.W.R.S.



Compar i son

Table 5 Results for Atlantic cargoes

1)No. t C.9¡.R.S. 14.5%
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

2)No.1 C.e¡.R.S. 14.5:t
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

vs.
No.3 C.w.R.s.

SignificantlyDifterentProcessingQualitycharacteristics

Flour protein, t¡|et GIuten, Flour AmylOgragh Peak viscosity, Gassing Power., Flour
;iil;-il;iã"Ë'¡.ii"iIi, r,áar -voIume, -iËà[ 

-w.ight, Flour cõior, Moisture, Fall ins
il;ñËr'; ðiumu coroil-ññ"ãt-iroui viéra, Bread Appearance, Blend LoaI volume'

Àlveogram Lengbh, rårinógram Developmãåt-iitã, ãitensigrám Àrea, Flour Àbsorption'
Ëitãnéiqr"m Mãximum nãight, Number òf nrgs, wheat Protein

4)No.1 c.w.R.s.
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S.

5)No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5
vs.

No.2 c.w.R.s. 12.5%

Flour Protein, wet Gluten, Flour Àmylograph Peak v-iscosity, Gassing Powe-r' Flour 24

Alpha-Amylase Activitt;-!å.i volume,'iËs[-li.ig],t, Wheat AIpha Amvlase, Moisture'
Fartins Number, crùÃ¡'ð"1ã;; sread Ápóããi"nt"i gi:19-!:tf volume' Àlveosram Lensth'
Farinogram O".r"fopñäñt-ii;;i extensiö'ram Area, nxtensigram Length, Flour Absorption'
Alveogram Height, E;I;";iô;åm-¡laximmúm Height, 1000-rernel weisht, Farinogram
¡Ërãipiion, Númber of Ergs' wheat Protein

13.5%

13.5%

6)No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5
vs.

No.3 C.w.R.S.

i!,PîilI:-Tl3YI;iil:-il;iãå!'oiI i"i!;;-;å'i-':iyl;'^:::l'::î:1"-I::ï'"1:l:'.',:î::È"::::";å:::?:;
i:iÏi;iii'il;"ñ;å,'Ëåí ri's-r"ÃË.i, 'ci"*þ-!?l::'^Il:îl^:l:ï'-T::tu;.3:::?"lll"î::::"'
äÏååå'iåår";åiffi;'¡iiãåsIã'-r;;!ñ,-iarinosram'Deve.ropm:l!-1i'î:-9::""::P:::,:::3'
Ëi;5"il?:,o';å;i;å,^Ëi;#';'irõ!;Ë;ä;,'¡i"äãgiã* ñeishtl srarch Damase, Extensisram
r,-..:-..- u^i^rrÞ "t,1,,'-iIi'-ìonn--i".nár w"ioñt. Crumb Texture, wheat ProteinEXtenSl9ram ¡JerrgL¡1t r ¡vur õvrv'Pw¿v'¡ t,"----;:¡:------.--:i 

-:-'..-^ ul,a¡l ÞraÞa'M;;i;ñ'i;iqht, -Fråu;-Ã;h, 1000'-xernel weight, Crumb Texture, wheat Proteln

FlourÀmylographPeakViscosity,GassingPower:-T1ou..-À1pha-Àmylase.Activity,Loat
vorume, resÈ weiqh[i^ri;;;-õ;iå;,-raãiilút., raí]ins Numbèr, wheat Flour Yierd'
;;;;;ís;;t-u"ii'iutn'Heisht, Flour Ash, wheat Protein

c.9f. R.
vs.

gh

Flour Protein, wet Gluten ' Flour Amvlograph T"9lt v:?!9:i:Il^9"t,-tii:"tÎi:I:-l::T:
ii;i:-ffi;iååä'oili"Ìt;;=tå"i^;;i'.'iä1-õË;i-!:islt',il::'.ç:i:'i,:l:"t":lll';lgl?:;i:iÏi;ii1'fiå;'ñ;;;'iåí rIñs-NuÃËãi ' 

'cIumþ-9919:'^Il:î:-:l::'-Tl:'u;"3::""?"113"î::::"'
iiååå'iååt"v;iñ;'etveosrám r,enstÉ, Farinogram Development rime' Extenslsram Area

t'^¡^È! FvÞÀñGiÃ'om M¡rim,,m Heioht. i000-XerneI WeightFi;;; Áb;.rpr ion,'¡iu"ãéiåtn HeiqÉt,' Exrensigram Maximum Heisht,

Flour Protein, wet Gluten, Flour Amylograph- Peak viscosity, Gassing Power' Flour 25

;iffi-il;iãåä'¡.tí"i[i,-ió'r vorumel-iËi[-weiqht,. Flour cólor, wheat Alpha-Àmvlase

Àctivity, Moisture, Ëãiíing Number,-Crumb Coloi, Wheat Flour Yield' Bread Appearance'

Blend Loaf vorume, Àlveogram Length'-rãiinogt"m Det'elopment rime''Extensigram Àrea'

Flour Absorption,'Àï;;;õ;;; xãilñtr'eilåñsiér"m üaximum Height, FIour Àsh' Starch
bãÃãö.'-e"tãnsigiam r,ength, wheat Protein

pt

ograph Peak.Visc-osity' Gasslng Power' LudL
ñ--! r,,^¡ aLr nr a¡¡r r.nl ar u^; "íi,r" - rallino Numbei. Crumb CoIor , wheab Flour

Volumer Test welgnEr Frour Lor<rrt me,¡ÞLurtt rs¿¿¡¡¡Y
Yield, Bread Àppe"iånlã, Blend Lóaf volumt' l+"t9!lii l:?9:l'ii#;'eiiã"äiöiã;-¿;;õiri, Fr.our. Abso-rpt io1 I llY:"sram He isht'
xernél weight, uxtensigram Height, Hheat Protern

TOtA I
Number

iããi weight, Flour Color, Moisture' la,iri!S !tT!ÎI:

21

ime, Extensigram Areat

12

õæ;Tng Power, Loaf

22

Far inogram Development
Starch Damage, 1000-

(¡
rÞ



Table 5 (cont'd)

8)No.l C.w.R.S. 12.5%
vs.

No.2 c.w.R.S. 12.5X

9)xo.1 C.w.R.S. 12.52
vs.

No.3 C.t{.R.S.

t0)No.2 c.w.R.s. 13.5%
vs.

No.3 C.9l.R.S.

1 1 )No.2 C.9¡.R.5. 12.5%
vs.

No.3 C.l¡.R.S.

Flour Àmylograph Peak viscosiÈy, Gassing Poner'
Èãiiing ÑumÉerl Crumb color, lfheat Flour YieId'

12)No.1 c.w.R.S. 14.57(
vs.

No.1 C.l^¡.R.S. 13.5%

Flour ProÈein, WeÈ Gluten, Flour Amylograph Peak Viscosity, Gassing Power' Flour tB

;i;h;-il;iãrä'¡ltl"iti,-iá"r volume-, rãst-¡aeisht,. Flour color, !þ"'!-ÀIpha-Amvlase
Àctivitv.Moisture, rãiílng Number, crumb coloí, ftheat Flour Yiel'd, FJ'our Absorption'
Ë;;å;åiå;ä'il;iil''H;i;ñË,-Fi;u;'Àsh, Farinosiam Absorption, wheat Protein

13)No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%
v5.

No.1 C.w.R.S.12.5i¿

Flour Protein, Wet
Amylase ActivitY'
Moisture, Falling
volume, Alveogram
Length, Àlveogram
Àbsorption' wheåt

14)No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5%
v5.

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

Flour Probein, l{et Gluten, Flour Àmylograph Peak Viscosity' Gassinq Poner' Four flpha 16

Amylase Àctivity, Loaf voÍume, Test wãíãtil iiã"f Color, wÉeat ÀIpha-Àmylase Àctivitv'
FaIIing Number, crumU-coiãi, wtr.at rloui víeId, Flour Absorption, Flour Àsh,Farinogram
Absorption, Wheat Protein

cluten, Flour Amylograph Peak viscosity, Gassing Power' Four lIPha 24

f,ããt VoÍume, Test w"ígt¡i, Flour Color, wúeat_A1pha-Àmylase ÀctiviÈyt
Nñb";;-ð;urí,U cof"r,-ññãát ilour-YieIá, Bread Àþpearance, Blend Loaf
;üth ; gãi inoqt.* 

- 
óevelopment rime, - 

Extensi gram. Area,-Extens iqram
H;ïõh;, s[årct¡-oamage, F1ður Àsh, 1000-KerneI weight, Farinogram
Prote i n

15)No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

Flour Protein, Het Gluten, Gassing Poner, LoaÉ volgme, Test Weight, Moisture, Falling 16

Number, Crumb CoIor, Bread Appe.r"n".r-Aí.n¿ Loat VoIúme, Àlveogram Length' Farinogram
Devetopmenr Time, r'íoui-ÁUsoibtion, ¡í"ããõiã* Height, 1gÓg-Kernel weiqht, r{heat Protein

Test Weight' Flour Color, Moisture, 9

Extensigiam Maximum Height, WheaÈ Protein

Flour Probein, wet Gluten, Flour Àmylograph Peak.Visc-OSity, GaSSing Power, Loaf
i;i;;";-õ;;¡ r:¡"iéhr;-Fi;;; ðãiãr, r.råisIurã, Fa]Iins Numbei, crumb color,_Bread
Àópããiån.", Sf"ná Lóaf volume, Àiveogram Length, Fãrinogram. Development Time'
Exrensigram Area, õi[ãntig.am Length] FIour ÃbsorpÈion, Number of Ergs' Àlveoqram
Length, Starch Damage, 1000-KerneJ. tleight, Farinogram Ábsorption, Wheat Protein

Flour Protein, Wet Gluten, Gassing Polrerr Loaf Volume, Crumb Color, Bread Àppearance 15

Blend Loaf Volume, Ãfuããôi"t f,eng[h, Farínogram Devefopment Time, Extenligram Area'
Exrensigram LengÈh,"Fi;;;-Á¡sãrpËioti,-Ãi"ãoõt"tn Heightl starch Damage' wheat Protein

Flour protein, Wet Gluten, Loat Volume, Test Weight'.Flour Color, Moisture, . 19

Bread Àppearance, slend Lóat volume, Aíveogram r,éngÉh, Farinogram Development Time'
Exrensigram Àrea, Éit.ñrigtam-Len9tú, Flouí ebsorp[ion, ÀJ'veo9-I"n.H:i!lt' Starch Damage'

silãniiõr"m Maximum Heigh[, 1000-Kernel Weight, Crumb Color, Wheat Proteln

23

UI
(tt
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13.5%, just nine between No.1 C.w.R.S. 12,5% and No.2

C.W.R.S. 12.5% and 16 between No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5% and No.3

c.w. R. s.

Besides maximizing variation in quality across grades, a

grading system should minimize variation within grades. Com-

parisons 12 through 15 list those comparisons of treatments

of the same grade(i.e. No.1 C.w.R.S.14.5% vs. No.1 C.w.R.S.

13.5%). Table 5 shows that f or No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% and No.1

C.w.R.S. 13.5% there were 16 of a possible 3'1 signif icantly

different quality processing characteristics, 23 between

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% and No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%, 15 between No.1

C.w.R.S. 13.5% and No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5% a.nd 19 between No.2

C.W.R.S. 13.5% and No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%. In summary, these

results indicate that for some comparisons of treatments

there is less variation across grades than within grades in

terms of the number of significantly different processing

quality characteristics. For example, within No.1 C.w.R.S.

there were 24 significantly different processing quality

characteristics between No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% and No.1

C.W.R.S. 12.5% while across No.1 C.W.R.S. and No.2 C.W.R.S.

there yrere just nine for No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5% and No.2

C.w.R.S. 12.5%. Obviously, protein content is a key charac-

teristic for discriminating parcels of wheat in terms of

processing quality.
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4.2 PÀCIFIC CARGO RESULTS

The comparison of those treatments having different grades

are presented in sections one through 11 of Tab1e 6. The

maximum number of significantly different processing quality
characteristics was found to be 29 for two different compar-

isons, No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% vs. No.3 C.w.R.S. and No.1

C.W.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.9 C.W.R.S. The above comparisons also

proved to be the two comparisons exhibiting the greatest

difference between average protein contents. Referring to
Appendix 1, No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% proved to have the highest

average protein content(14.6), No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% the sec-

ond highest (13.7 ) and No.3 C.W.R.S. the lowest(12.6) of the

six treatments. These observations lend support to the rela-
tionship derived from the Atlantic results that suggested

that a number of processing quality characteristics are

related to grade and the number of different characteristics
between any two grades is partially related to the differ-
ence in protein content between the two grades e.g. the two

comparisons with the greatest difference in protein content

also proved to have the largest number of significantly dif-
ferent characteristics.

Those comparisons of treatments found to have the least
number of significantly different characteristics lrere No.1

C.W.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.2 C.T^t.R.S. 13.5% and No.1 C.W.R.S.

12.5% vs. No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5%. Each of the above compari-

sons had only ten characteristics that were significantly



Compa r i son

Table 5 Results tor Pacific Cargoes

1)No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%
vs.

No.2 C.l{.R.S. 13.5%

2)No.1 c.f{.R.s. 14.5%
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

3)No.1 c.w.R.S. 14.5%
vs.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

signif icantly Dif ferent Processing Quality characteristics

wheat Protein t
Moisture, Flour
FaLling Number,

4)No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5%
v5.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

Wheat Protein, Flour Proteinr gfet Glutenr Crum Color, LoaÊ Volume, Gassing PoHer'
Moisture, Flour Àmylograph Peak Viscosity, ÀIveoSIaT Length, Bread Àppearancet
Falling Number, rriinåéiãm Development rime, sleñd Loaf volume, Flour Àbsorption,
iãÃt wãistrt, sitenliôrãm r,ength, Starch Damage, Alveogram Height, 100g-KerneI
wãiõnt,-Ëiiónsi9r"* úaximum Height, Number of Ergs. Flour Yield

5)No.1 e.w.R.s. 13.5
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

Flour protein, Wet Glutenrcrum Color, Loaf Volume, Gassing Poner'
Amylogragh Peak Viscosity, AIveoS[âT Length, Bread Appearance'-¡..iinåg.ãr 

Development fiñ¡e, Bleñd Loaf VoIume, Flour Àbsorption

WheaÈ Protein, Flour Proteinr glet-Gluten' Crum Color, Loaf Volume, Gassing Power' 29

Uãistur", Floúr ¡mifoóiapt¡ Péak viscosity'- Flour-Color-' Alveogram Lenqth, Bread
Àppearance, Test wåiõËil-i;"trinq ¡¡umuãr,'wheat Flour_Yield, Fãrinogram Development.Time,
Blend Loaf volume,-eíi.ñsigram Ãr.., whéat Àlpha-Àmylase Àctivity' Extensigram Maximum

ñãiôf,tl-eiteniigrám-i;;õah; Ftour ÀÍpha-Amylaie.Àctivity, starch Damage,_Number of Erqs'
Ii;Ë;õ;.* Àrea,-Àlveãgiár úei9hr, Flõur ebãorption, 1000-KerneI weight' Flour Àsh'
Crumb Texture

6)No.1 c.w.R.S. 13.5
vs.

No.3 C.w.R.S.

Flour Àmylograph Peak Viscosity, Gassing.Powerr. Extensigram Height,.Exten-sigram Àrea' 10

iãir w.iôttrl riour-ðároi, r.roisÊúre, ralÍin9 Number, Extènsigram Maximum Height, Flour
Àsh,

7)No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%
vs.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

Wheat Protein, Flour Protein, Wet Gluten, Crumb Color, Loaf Volume, Gassing Power' 22

Moisture, Floúr nmytoqraptì Páak Viscosity, FIour-CoIor, Alveogram Length, Bread
Ápp"rruné., Test wålght,'Fallin9 Number,-wheat Flour Yield, Farinogram Development
iTñ., glená toaf volúme, e"L"nríg.am Àrea, ExÈensigram Maximum Height, Starch Damage'

Humbér of Ergs, Alveogram Area, Flour Àbsorption

wheat protein, Flour proteinr glet.Gluten, Crumb Color, Loaf volume, Gassing Pouer' 29

¡,toiirure, rloúr ¡mVi"òiãptt Péak viscosity,- Flour-Color-, Àlveoqram Length, Bread
Appearanáe, Test wËigñt,'FalIing Numberr-wheat Flour Yield, Farinogram Development
iiire, otená loat vãfúm., ertensí9ram Àrea, Extensigram Maximum Heighb' sbarch Damage'

Ñu*Uár of srgs, llvãográm Àrea, ñheat AIpha-Àmytasè-Activity' Extensigram Height'
Èxtensigram íeágttr,-iÍãur elphá-Amylase Ãctivily, Alveogram Height, 10O0-Kernel
weight, FIour Ash'Crumb Texture

wheat protein, Flour protein, I{et Glutenr,crumb color,. Loaf VoIume, Moisture, Flour 15

;;;l;s;;ph-päå¡. vi;;.;iit;-Èíour color, Álvrosram Lensth' rest weishb, Fallinq
ñuiu.i, blen¿ r,o"r-vãiumå, sitensigram Length; 1000-KerneI weight' Extensigram Height

Tota I
Number

14

22

UT
@



Table 6 (cont'd)

8)No.l

No.2

c.f{. R. s .
vs.
c .f.r. R. s .

9)No.1 C.w.R-S. 12.5%
vs.

No.3 c.w.R.S.

12.5%

12.5%

10)No.2

No. 3

C.w.R.S. 13.5%
vs.
c. w. R. s.

Flour Amylograph
Protein, Falling
Flour Protein

11)No.2

No. 3

wheaE ProÈein, Flour Protein' wet-.GLutelI cIYTI-cllÎl: tÎîl-XÎ)li';."ffii:'9.::ä"'
Moisture, Flour
Àppearance, Test
Time, Blend Loaf
Maximum Height 'Àlveogråm Area t

c.r,¡.R.s. 12.5%
vs.
c.w. R. s.

Peak Viscosity' Gassing Power, Test Weight'. Flour.Cgl?t-'wheat
it;Ë.; ,-r.tñãat'ÉIour viõld, Extensigram Height ' Extensigram Àrea '

t2)No.1

No. 1

Flour Proteinr wet
Amylase ÀctivitY 'Moisture, FalIinq
VoIume, Alveogram
Length, Àlveogram
Àbsorpt ion , Crumb

c.w.R.s. 14.5%
vs.
c.w.R.s. 13.5%

ffi ; i d ;;ñ ^ ilå.ü-ü i Ëä ã;l ; i-' 
- 

F i;;L 99 l"Í I 11"':? :?T^:î19' k.3i lî1mylograph Peaß VrSCOSIEyt lleur-Lvrv-À ' 
õ¡rev>re¡

r.Ie ioht . Faltins ¡¡ttnuãt l' únããt rtour- YieId' Fãr i nogram oeye]99191!
äiiil: ;;;;;;ie;;;-Ã;¿"' wheat Arpha-Àmvl'":-l:li:i:t' ^*::i:Ì::

13)No.1

No. 1

i:ì:i: ; Ëii:;Iir;;ilï;¿";";-nã.i-Ãiinã-Ã'nvÍuse Àc t ívi tv' Extens isram

Frour Àlpha-rmyraså eäiìiíl;r-ãi:tl 3:Tîiï: Farinosram Àbsorption'FIour Àlpha-Àmylase ActlvlEyt 5Earctr udrtrd9tt
iitãntiõi"m Height, Flour Àsh' crumb rexture

wheab protein, FIour Protein, wet.Gluten, crumb color, Loaf Volume' Gassinq Po$€Ír

Moisture, Flour Àmvlograph peak vi-sco;i;i'-Fi;;1.coloi', Alveogram Length' Bread

ÀÞÞearance, Test weight, FaIIing ì¡utúãi,'únãat FIour. YieId, Farinogram Development
.fime, Blend Loat volume, Extensigr"*-Ãiå", wheat Àlpha-Àmyiase Àctivity-, Extensiqram

Maximum Height, eriåñäiötãt-r,.ngitt, Fiour Alpha-Àmylase Àctivity' Starch Damaqe'

Flour Àsh, Crumb Texture

c.w.R.s. 14.5%
v5.
c.w.R.S, 12.5%

Gluten, Flour Àmvlograph qgak visç9sity.' GassinP P?:gT' Four Alpha 25

Loaf voLume, Test wãíõtt, Flour Color, í.1úe.t-Alpña-Àmylase Àctivity'
Number, Crumb cororì'ñüãåt'riãrt-iiãtá, Bread eþpearañce, Blend Loaf

Length, Far inogram' óevelopment Time, Eitens igram- Àrea r_Extensigram
Height, srarch o"*"iã;-Fiã;; 

-Ã.h, 
1ó00-xernet weight, Farinoqram

Texture

14)No.1

No. 1

c.w.R.s. 13.5%
v5.
c.w.R.s. 12.5%

llheat Protein, FIour Protein' llet GIuten' Crumb 9ol"I:
color , Àlveogram r,."gli't 

' 

- 
sr"á4. Àppearance ' . Test we ight '

;;i;¿,'-exi.nsigruÃ-'úãiítu* Heigirl' Extensisram I'ensth'
ÀÉ;;;;iiãn,-iooó-rerner weisht' Extensiqram Heisht

15)No.2 C.Í{.R.S. 13.5%

vs.
No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

wheat protein, Flour Protein, wet.GIuten, crumb color, Loaf volume' Gassinq Po$er'

Moisrure, Frour ¡^iioärãpñ-Ëóak visco;i'ri,-Ët;rr coloi, Alveogram Length' Bread

Àppearance, resr "åïõËll'Ë.îiîis'Ñ;;Ë;;'Ë.iinost.* 
oeúelopmeñt rime' Blend Loaf

volume, Exrensrsr"ñ^Ë!åå.'rrl-;;;;"üïÃåö.,-Ãir"ógr.* Heigh't, Flour Àbsorption, 1000-

nãinel weight, Extensigram Height

gtheatprotein,Frourprotein,$letGlutenrcrurnbcolor,Loafvolume,Gassing
Moisrure, Atveograil'ú;õlh; éreaa epóããiån.., Farinogiam Development Time'

Loat volume, Exrensigram Àrea, starcú-óårãé., rr"ur Ãbsorption, 1000-Kerner

wheat protein, Flour Protein, filet Gluten, crumb colort Loaf volume' Gassing Poïer'

Moisture, Alveogram Lengthr-Farinogram Development Time, Extesigram Àrea' ExÈensigram
'iã"õitl-Ëióur ¡6.orptioñ, i000-KerneI weisht

10

26

Loaf Volume, Moisture, Flour
Falling Number, Blend Loaf
Àlveogram Height ' Flour

24

18

21

Power t
Blend

we ight

13 s
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different. Besides minimizing the number of different char-

acteristics, the above two comparisons proved to be the most

similar of the 15 comparisons in terms of protein content.

Again, this observation lends support for a correlation
between the number of different characteristics and the dif-
ference in protein content between the treatments being com-

pared.

Comparisons 12 through 15 again Iist those treatments

that have the same grade but different protein contents.

Since the comparisons are between treatments of the same

gradertheoretically there should not be any characteristics
that are different between the treatments. Howeverr âs with

the Àtlantic cargo resu1t,s, all inter-grade comparisons

proved to have a number of different characteristics. For

No.1 c.w.R.s. 14.5% vs. No.1 c.w.R.s. 13.5% there were 18

different characteristics, 21 for No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% vs.

No.1C.w.R.S. 12.5%, 15 between No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.1

C.I^l.R.S. 12.5% and 13 between No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.

c.w.R.s. 12.5%.

The Atlantic and Pacific results were comparable, in gen-

eral. Both sets of results supported two crucial observa-

tions. The first observation deals with the pursuit of the

primary objective whether all grades are significantly
different in all processing quality characteristics. Both

sets of data rejected this hypothesis. This observation was

supported by the fact that all inter-grade comparisons
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shared processing quality characteristics that were not sig-
nificantly different. In fact some treatments shared fewer

similar processing quality characteristics with opposing

treatments having the same grade than treatments of a dif-
ferent grade.

The second crucial observation supported by both the

Pacific and Àtlantic results concerns the influence of pro-

tein content. For both sets of results, the number of sig-
nificantly different characteristics between any two treat-
ments appeared related to the difference in protein content

between the two treatments. This observation was supported

by the finding that for each treatment the opposing treat-
ment that minimized the number of different characteristics
also minimized the difference in protein content between the

two treatments. The results obtained here underscore the

well-known importance of protein content to processing qual-

ity of bread wheat and the need to include this characteris-

tic in a wheat grading system.



Chapter V

DI SCUSSI ON

The first observation that will be addressed concerns the

effect of protein content. Protein content of wheat has

long been recognized as a good index of its breadmaking

quality. In fact, it has been suggested that, in the

absence of actual baking tests, protein content is the best

single test of breadmaking potential.s3 Support for thi"s

argument is quite straightforward. Protein contenL is a

reliable index of breadmaking potential because many other

processing quality characteristics are related to it.5a Fur-

thermore, protein quality and, to some extent, content in
the cultivars of the C.W.R.S. class are controlled by selec-

tion during breeding of nevr varieties. In practice, the

U.S. trade has recognized this relationship to the extent

that protein content is relied upon as the market index of

the processing quality characteristics for both Hard Red

Spring and Hard Red Winter Wheats.5s In Australia, protein

content, afÈer variety, discriminates the three milling

53 Pomeranz in Dunne,
siderations In The
tein Content, p. 1 I
rbid., 18.

John D. Hyslop.
glheat . Un i v. Mi nn .

54

55

WiIliam Theoretical and Practical Con--
Seqreqation Of Canadian Wheat Ð¿ Pro.-

Price-Quality Relationships in Spring
Ag. Exp. Sta. Tech BuI. 267, 3.

62
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grades, Prime Hard, Hard and Australian Standard white.sG

Recognition of the protein content-processing quality

relationship by the grain trade has been the result of an

evolution of a considerable amount of research yielding com-

parable results. Dunne5T reviewed a number of sÈudies dat-

ing back to 1931 which support a linear relationship between

loaf volume(considered as the best single index of baking

quality) and protein content. LarmourÉ8 first supported

this relationship by obtaining a correlation coefficient of

0.9 between loaf volume and protein content in 1931. His

data led him to conctude that a linear relationship existed

between the two variables within the range of 7% to 15.9%

protein. McCaIIa replicated Larmour's findings by reproduc-

ing a correlation coefficient of 0.9. McCallass extended

Larmour's work and concluded that the increase in loaf vol-

ume per unit of protein vtas specific or characteristic of

each varieÈy. À study by Finney in 1948 extended the work by

both Larmour and McCalIa. Finney used different varieties

56 w. Bushuk, "wheat IdenLification and Segregation in Cana-
da and Australia" in Wheat Production in Canada ed. À.8.
Slinbard and D.B. FowIerr603-613, University of Saskat-
chewan, Sk, 1 986.

Dunne, W. "Theoretical and Practical Considerations In
The Segregation Of Canadian Wheat Ð¿ Protein qon-

" , (eþ.q. Diss. university of Manitoba , 1971 ) ,18.

57

5I R.K. Larmour, "Îhe relation of wheat protein to baking
quality.II. Saskatchevran hard red wheat crop of 1929."
Cereal @. I (1931):179-189.

ss A.G. McCaIla and R. Newton, "Effect of Frost on Wheat at
Progressive Stages of Maturity. II. Composition and Bio-
chemical Properties of Grain and Flour. " Can. J.
Research 13 (1935): 1-31.
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of wheat each with its own characteristic protein quality

and concluded that a linear relationship existed between

protein content and loaf volume over the 7% to 20% protein

range. Finney also concluded t.hat the slope of the regres-

sion line yras a varietal characteristic. These conclusions

were reinforced in a subsequent study by Bushuk et aI in

1969.60

Besides the relationship between protein content and loaf

volurne, the relationships between protein content and the

rheological properties of dough have further influenced the

relative significance placed on protein content by end-

users. The rheological properties of dough are most often

evaluated using the farinograph, alveogragh and extenso-

graph. In 1944 Aitken et aI studied the effect of protein

content on these three measurements and concluded that a

direct correlation existed between protein content and

parameters obtained with the three instruments except for

the alveogram height in which case an inverse relationship

was obtained.6 1

with respect to the relationships described above, a

technical explanation does Iittle to advance the primary

objective of this study. Therefore, although the acknowl-

60 W. BushukrK.G. Briggs and L.H. Shebeski,
and Quality as Factors in the Evaluation

. [. Plant Sci. 49 (1969): 113-122.

T.R.Aitken rM.H. Fisher and J.A. Ànderson.
tein Content on FarinogramsrExtensograms
Cereal Chem (1944)21 2465-488.

61

Protein Quantity
of Bread Wheats.

"Effect of Pro-
and Alveograms. "
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edgement of the relationship between protein content and

certain processing quality characteristics is relevant to

the differenCe in characteristics between grades, the tech-

nical aspect will not be pursued further. For a complete

technical review the reader could refer to Pomeranz.

The relationships between protein content and processing

quality characteristics obtained in this study are generalIy

consistent with published results. The results for the

Atlantic cargoes showed that for the comparison of treat-

ments No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% vs. No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5% only

extensigram maximum height proved significantly different of

all rheological and bread volume tests. The same observa-

tion was made for the comparison of treatments No.1 C.W.R.S.

12.5% vs. No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5%. At the opposite end of the

spectrum, the treatments having the most divergent protein

contents, No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% vs. No.3 C.W.R.S. , yielded six

significantly different rheological properties as well as

both loaf volume and blend loaf volume.

For the Pacific cargoes results, the comparison of those

treatments of different grades segregated by the same pro-

tein content yielded slightly more significantly different

rheological properties. For No.1 c.w.R.s. 13.5% vs. No.2

C.W.R.S. 13.5%, extensigram height, extensigram maximum

height and extensigram area proved to be significantly dif-

f erent. For No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5% vs. No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5% only

extensigram height and extensigram area proved to be signif-
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icantly different. Loaf volume and blend loaf volume were

not significant,ly different for either comparison. At the

extreme, No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% vs. No.3 C.w.R.S. exhibited a

significant difference in a total of eight different rheolo-

gical properties.

These results may be explained in part by the relat.ion-

ship between protein and certain processing quality charac-

teristics. Where the results indicate few significantly

different quality processing characteristics, it can be con-

cluded that the simitarities between the rheological proper-

ties and loaf volume can be attributed in part to comparable

protein contents between the two treatments. Likewise, where

many characteristics prove Èo be significantty different

between treatments, the differences between the rheological

properties and loaf volume may be attributed to the differ-

ence in protein content between the two treatments.

The foregoing analysis regarding the relationship between

protein content and processing quality characteristics

directly concerns the primary objective of this study. Given

the known relationships between protein and both the rheolo-

gical and loaf volume characteristics, it may be argued that

the horizontal presentation of protein content is intended

to offer different grades of wheat having comparable rheolo-

gical and Ioaf volume characteristics. Therefore, where

different treatments at the same protein content resulted in

a large number of characteristics that were not different,



it may be argued that the rheological and bread

exaggerate the extent to which the grades are

terms of processing characteristics.

In order to approach the primary objective, acknowledge-

ment of the above argument serves to shift attention to

those processing characteristics that are not related to

protein content. These include alpha-amylase activity, fall-

ing number, ash content, starch damage, baking absorption,

gassing power, bread appearance, crumb color, crumb texture,

flour yieId, wet gluten content, amylograph peak viscosity

and weight per thousand kernels. Of these processing charac-

teristics, only the results for amylograph peak viscosity

proved significantly different in the comparison of aII

treatments of different grades for both the Atlantic and

Pacific results. That is, for all processing characteristics
(except for amylograph peak viscosity) there was at least

one across grade comparison(either ÀtlanticrPacific or both)

which produced no significant difference being found.

The resul-ts presented in this thesis.are sufficient to

resolve the primary objective of this study. In the litera-

ture review it yras found that it is only necessary for two

grades not to possess exactly the same characteristics if

any pricing efficiency is forthcoming at all. The results

of this study indicate that the Canadian wheat grading sys-

tem satisfies this condition. As stated above, amylograph

peak viscosity proved significantly different for the com-

67

volume tests

the same in
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parison of all treatments having different grades. This

feature of the Canadian wheat grading system provides end-

users with assurance that amylograph peak viscosity are sig-

nificantly different. Thus, it may be concluded that the

Canadian wheat grading system meets the objective of enhanc-

ing priciÁg eff iciency.

However, the results of this study indicate that the Can-

adian wheat grading system does not approach optimality. An

optimal grading system reguires that differences between

grades be maximized, or alternatively that overlapping of

characteristics across grades be minimized.62 ClearIy, this

study showed that the degree of overtapping of processing

characteristics across grades is extensive. AccordinglYt

there exists much potential to increase the pricing effi-

ciency component of the Canadian wheat grading system.

The above conclusions may be extended to support the

hypothesis that an insignificant difference in processing

characteristics exists between grades as a result of an

insignificant relationship between the grading standards for

C.W.R.S. wheat and the processing characteristics. ÀIthough

this study does not provide objective evidence to support

this hypothesis, it is supported intuitively. First, there

is a significant difference between grades in terms of grad-

ing standards (this must be so since the grades are defined

by the standards). Second, there is not a significant dif-

62 Williams and Stout Economics of the Livestock-Meat Indus-
try 486.



ference between grades in terms of processing

tics (except and amylograph peak viscosity) '

above relationships, it can be concluded that

standards are two separate events which may

statisticallY as follows:63

P-(gra-êi¡g --F-!e-o.dardgJ . =
(processing criterra)

or

P-Lp¡cç*e-ç-9-r¡-9'-q-r-i--ç-e.r1-ê-) = P ( process i ng c r i ter ia )
-G;ãdiìg standards )
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cha rac te r i s-

Given the

the grading

be described

This relationship may be interpreted as meaning that the

occurrence of one event does not influence the probability

of the other event. Specifically, the application of the

grading standards to c.w.R.S. wheat does not influence the

probability that the processing quality characteristics wiIl

differbygrade.Forexample,theappticationoftest
weight as a grading standard will not influence the prob-

ability that two samples wilI differ in terms of flour

yield. Finally, it may be concluded that the processing

characteristics and grading standards are two independent

events.

P(grading standards)

6 3 w. Mendenhalr, Introduction to ergbabili-ty. and

I i 
" 
r, 

- 
i g"r*ãn r, Gffi-rn i a ú-raasworttr Pubr i sh i ng

ñc. ; 1979)

Stat i s-
CompanY
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At this point of the discussion its direction should pur-

sue suggestions for potential improvements of the grading

system. However, while the results of this study suggest

that changes to the grading system are necessary, they offer
no immediate solutions.

However, the results of this study do lend direction to

further research. With respect to the model developed by

Farris and presented in Chapter II, it is the rectangular

area CC'EE' that is of relevance to this study. The results
of this study indicate that there is an area comparable to

CC'EE' that is available to the Canadian wheat grading sys-

tem. The present grading system is clearly below line EE',

the optimal scenario, if only for the reason that there is
not a significant difference of processing characteristics
between grades.

It is not clear, however, that an area comparable to

OC'D' is available to the Canadian wheat grading system.

This area is characterized by improvements over the present

grading system that are at a cost that is affordable to the

end-users. !.thiIe it is apparent that there is room for

improvement to the wheat grading system, the costs of such

improvements are unknown. According to Farris, potential
profits gained through product differentiation should initi-

ate research into the feasability of gaining area OC'D'.

Finally, the results of this study have served to lend

direction to Èhe evolution of the wheat grading system.



6.0.1 Summarv

This study was initiated to investigate the hypothesis that

an insignificant relationship existed between the grades of

CIIRS wheat in terms of the processing quality characteris-

tics that are important to end-users. The significance of

the above hypothesis concerns one of the two objectives of a

grading system, that of enhanced pricing efficiency.

The literature review served two purposes. First, it

reviewed a series of economic models which proved that a

significant difference in processing characteristics between

grades was a necessary condition for a grading system to

enhance pricing efficiency. Second, the literature review

revealed a void of research directly pertaining to the dif-

ference of processing characteristics between grades of

C.w.R.S. wheat. As an alternative, studies regarding the

relationship between the grading standards of C.w.R.S. wheat

and its processing characteristics were reviewed. Finally

it vras concluded that the results of the literature review

warranted research carried out in this study.

Chapter VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSTONS AND IMPLI CATIONS

71
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The approach consisted of two steps. First, results of

the processing characteristics for Nos. 112 and 3 C.W.R.S.

were obtained and tabulated by grade. Second, the data were

subjected to a statistical test referred to as a Duncan's

Test.

6.0.2 Conclusions

The results of the Duncan's Test indicated that for no com-

parison of treatments of different grades were all process-

ing characteristics significantly different. Likewise, for

no comparison of treatments of the same grade and different
protein content (..g. No. 1 C.w.R.S. 14.5% vs. No.1

C.w.R.S. 13,5%) were all of the processing characteristics
the same. In fact it sras found that in some cases the com-

parison treatments of different grades were found to be more

similar (strictly in terms of the number of processing char-

acteristics) than vrere treatments of the same grade. In oth-

er words, the present grading system does not approach opti-
mality. These results were explained in part by the

relationship between protein content and the rheological

properties and bread volume results. For the comparison of

treatments of different grades and comparable protein con-

tent, the similarity between the treatments was a result of

the relationship between protein content and the rheological

and bread volume properties. Likewise, for the comparison of

treatments of the same grade and different protein content,

the differences were in part due to the same relationship
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between protein content and the rheological and bread volume

characteristics. FinaIly, the above results support the con-

clusion that protein content may be better served as a grad-

ing standard than to segregate grades.

Exclusion of the rheological and bread volume results

stilI left a large degree of overlapping of processing char-

acteristics across grades. Accordingly, it was concluded

that the present grading system fails to enhance pricing

efficiency to the optimal extent. End-users are provided

little assurance that the processing characteristics impor-

tant to them will differ according to grade. The grading

system faits to enhance the end-users knowledge of the pro-

cessing characteristics and ultimately resources may be

allocated improperly.

Finally, it yras concluded that an insignificant differ-

ence between grades in terms of processing characteristics

simply reflected a poor relationship between the grading

standards and the processing quality characteristics them-

selves.

6.0.3 Implications

Achieving the primary objective has raised a number of

implications. The first implication concerns the relation-

ship between protein content and the processing quality

characteristics. In discussing the results it waS concluded

that protein content was related to a number of processing
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quality characteristics. Support for this conclusion was

drawn from comparisons of treatments of different grades and

comparable protein content having relaÈively few signifi-

cantly different processing characteristics. Given the rela-

tionship between protein content and the processing quality

characteristics and the fact that it is already administered

throughout the marketing chain, there appears justification

for research into the implementation of protein content as a

grading standard.

The second implication drawn from this study concerns the

comparison of protein content between the Pacific and Àtlan-

tic data. Given that protein content is inversely related to

precipitation and annual precipitation varies from region to

region across glestern Canada, it is plausible for protein

content to be significantly different within the same pro-

tein segregation for Àtlantic exports vs. Pacific exports.

For example, the protein content of 1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% ex

Pacific may be significantly different from 1C.w.R.S. 14.5%

ex Àtlantic assuming that each port draws from different

regions. Having determined that there is a relationship

between protein content and certain processing quality char-

acteristics, the above implication suggests that those char-

acteristics related to protein content may differ between

ports. The variation of processing quality characteristics

between ports, then, is a potential topic for further

research.
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A third implication drawn from this study concerns the

orientation of any future changes to the grading system. The

present system employs a vertical orientation which implies

a decreasing level of quality from No. 1 C.W.R.S. to Canada

Feed. However, in the case of wheat the advantage of a ver-

tical system as opposed to an horizontal system is not

clear. Given that Canadian wheat is used for a variety of

end-products, an horizontal system presenting only a differ-

ence in processing quality characteristics between grades

may be more appropriate.

Extending the concept of an horizontal system has impli-

cations for the usefulness of variety as a grading standard.

Presently, neer varieties must compare to a given standard

(Heepawa). This effectively restricts the introduction of

varieties having Iimited breadmaking potential but which

nonetheless are demanded by end-users. The inclusion of

variety as a grading standard may be responsible for inhib-

iting the allocation of resources between what is demanded

and what is produced. That is, the presence of variety as a

grading standard may serve to block the communication System

that signals the preferences of consumers back to the pro-

ducers. FinaIIy, the effect of variety as a grading standard

and its effect on the orientation of the present grading

system is deserving of further research.



ÀPPENDIX 1

Duncan's Grouping Results

Note: Those treatments with the same letter are not significantly
di f ferenÈ .

Atlantic Results

Wheat

Test Weiqht t
No.1 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

kq/hI
12.5%

13.5%

14.5%

12.5%

13.5%

À
À
À

B

c

D

Weiqht per 1000 Kernelsrg
No.2 C.W.R. S. 12.5% A

À
No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5% À B

AB
No.3 C.W.R.S. À B

B
No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% B

No.2 C.Sl.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

Paci fic Results
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No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No.3

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.S. 13.5%

c.w.R. s. 14.5%

c.w. R. s. 13 .5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R. s.

Flour Yield
No. 1 C.w. R. S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.1 c.w.R.S.

No.2 c.w. R. S.

No.2 c.w.R.S.

No.3 c.w.R.S.

A
À
À

B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c
c
CD

D
D

No.3

No. 2

No. 1

No.1

No.2

No. 1

13.5%

12.5%

14.5%

12.5%

13.s%

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

A
À
À
À
AB

B
B
B
B

12.5%

12.5%

13.5%

13. s%

14.5%

A
À
À
A
A

B
B
BC

c
c

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No. 3

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.!{.R. s.

c.w.R. S.

c.w.R. S.

C.W.R. S.

13.5%

12.57o

13.5?(

14.5%

12.5%

À
À
À
À
ÀB
ÀB
ÀB

B
B



Alpha-amylase Àctivitv, units/q
No.3 C.W.R.S. À

No. 2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

12.5% B
B

13.5% B
B

12.5% B
B

13.5% B

14.5%

Protein Content

No.1 c.w.R.s. 14.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W. R. S. 12 .5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

No.3

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

FaIlinq Number rs

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

No. 3 C.W. R. S.

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No.3

E
E
E

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.l¡.R.s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

14 .5%

13.s%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

B
B
B

c
c
c

B
B
B

c

D

E

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 2

No.3

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.91. R. s.

C.f^I.R.S.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R.s.

1 4.5%

13.5%

12.5%

13.5%

'12.5%

B
B
B

c
c
c

D



Moisture , 7s

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No. 2 C.w. R. S. 12.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No. 1 C.W.R. S. 13 .5%

No.1 C.W.R.S.. 14.5%

Flour

Protein Content

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No.1 C.h7.R.S. 12.5%

A
À
À

B

c
c
c

D

No. 3

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s .

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

C. I^1. R. S .

A

B
B
B

c

D
D
D
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12.5%

13.5%

12.5%

13.5%

14.s%

Wet GIuten Content,

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.I^f.R.S. 13.5%

No. 3 C.W. R. S.

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

À

B

c

D

E

F

No. 1

No. 2

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.s%

of
/o

A

B
B
B

c

D
D
D

A

B
B
B

c

D

E

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w. R. s.

A

B
B
B

c

c

D



Àsh Content, %

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No. 2 C.W. R. S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.1 c.tl.R.s.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

Color, units

No.3 C.w.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.I,f .R.S.

No.1 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.w.R.S.

13.5"/"

12.5%

12.5%

14.5%

13.5%

A

B
B
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

c
c

No.3

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

13.5%

12.5%

14.5%

13.5%

12.5%

A

B

c
c
CD

D
DE

E
E
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13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

14.5%

13.5%

Starch Damaqe, Farrand units

No.3 C.W.R.S. À
À

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5% A
A

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5"/" À B
B

No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% B C
BC

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% B C
c

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5% C

A

B
B
B
B
BC
BC
BC

c
c

No.3

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R. s.

14.5%

12.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

A

B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c

No.3

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R. s.

12.5%

12.5%

13.5%

1 4.5%

13.5%

A

B
B
B
B
BC

c
c
c
c



Alpha-amvlase Activitv,

No.3 C.W.R.S. A

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5% B
B

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5% B
B

No.1 c.w.R.S. 12.5% B

No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%

A{nvloqraph Peak Vi scos i tv , B. U.

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% A
A

No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5% A B
B

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5% B

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5% C
c

No.2 c.w.R.s. 12.5% c

No.3 C.W.R.S. D

c
c
c
c
c

No. 3

No. 2

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R.s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.
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13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

13.5%

14.5%

Bakinq Àbsorption

No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

No. 2

No.3

No. 3 C.W. R. S.

No.1 c.w.R.s.

No.2 c.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

14.5%

13.5%

12.5%

13.5%

12.5%

A
A
AB

B
B

13.s%

12.5%

12.5%

B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c

c
c
c

No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No.2

No. 1

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

14..5%

13.5%

13.5%

B
B
B
B
BC

c
c
c
c

12.5%

12.5%



Gassinq Power

No.3 C.w.R.S.

No.2 C.w.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

Bread

Loaf Volume,

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

12.5%

13.5%

12.5%

13.5%

14.5%

A

B
B
B

c

D

E

No.3

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

cm

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

c.w.R.s.

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

A

B

c

D

E
E
E
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12.5%

12.5%

À

B

c
c
c

D
D
D

Appearance

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No. 1 C.W. R. S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R. s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s.

1 4.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

1?.5%

A

B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c

A

B
B
B

c
c
c

D

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No.3

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s .

1 4.5%

13.s%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

À

B
B
BC

c
c
c
c



Crumb Color

No. 1 C.W. R. S.

No.2 C.W. R. S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.w. R. S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W. R. S.

1 4.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

A

ts

B
B

c

D

E

No. 1

No. 1

No.2.

No.2

No. 1

No.3

14 .5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R. s.

A
À
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
ÀB

B
B
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Blend Loaf Volume, cm

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5% A

No.2 C.w.R.S. 13.5% B
B

No. 1 C.w. R. S. 13 .5% B

No.3 C.W. R. S. C
c

No. 1 C.Vt. R. S. 12 .5% C
c

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5% C

À

B
B
B

c
c
c

D

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No.3

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

C.[^l.R.S.

1 4.5%

13.5%

12.s%

12.5%

13.5%

A
A
À
À
À
A
À
À
A

B

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R. s. 13.5%

c.w.R,s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R. s.

A

B
B
B

c
c
c

D



Far i noqram

Absorpt i on

No.3 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W. R. S.

No.1 C.Ì,{.R.S.

No.2 C.W. R. S.

No. 1 C.W. R. S.

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

À
A
ÀB
AB
ABC

BC
BC
BC
BC

c
c

Development Tirne

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

No.2 C.r.7.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.w.R.S. 13.5%

No.2 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.3

No. 1

No.2

No. 2

No. 1

No. 1

c.w.R. s.

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R. s. 12.5%

c.w.R. s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

A

B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c
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Extens i qram

Lenqth
No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No. 1 C.W. R. S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No. 1 C'.W. R. S.

A
A
AB
ÀB
ÀB
AB
AB
ÀB
ÀB

B
B

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No.3

c.9Í. R. S.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.I{. R. S.

1 4.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

A
A
AB

B
BC

c
CD

D
D
D
D

À
À
ÀB

B
CB
c
CD

D
D

12.5%

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w.R.s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

1 4.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%

À
A
ÀB

B
CB
c
CD

D
ED
E
E



Heiqht at 5 cm, B.U.

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No. 1 C.I.7. R. S. 13 .5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.w.R.S. 14.5%

No.2 C.T^r.R.S. 13.5%

Maximum Heiqht, B.U.

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5"/"

No.1 C.w.R.S. 12.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R,S. 12.5%

À
A
AB
ÀB
AB
ÀB
AB
ÀB
ÀB

B
B

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

C.I^7.R.S.

A
A
À
A
ÀB

B
BC

c
c
c
c
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Àrea, cm

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.hl.R.s.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.[^7.R.S.

À
À
A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

No. 1

No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

No. 2

No. 3

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R. s. 12.5%

C.!'7.R.S.

1 4.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

A
A
AB

B
BC

c
CD

D
D
D
D

A
A
A

12.5%

B
B
B
B
Bc

c
c

D

No. i

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

c.I{.R.S. 13.5%

c.w.R. s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

C.W¡R. S.

A
À
AB

B
B
B
B

c

D



Alveoqram

Length, cm

No. 1 C.w. R. S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.IAl.R.S.

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

À

B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c

!(heiqht x 1.1), mm

No.2 C.T^I.R.S. 12.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 12.5%

No.3 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.2 C.W.R.S. 13.5%

No.1 C.W.R.S. 14.5%

12.5%

12.5%

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.3

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R. s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s.

A
À
A
A
À

B
B
BC

c
c
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Àrea, cm

No.1 C.Sl.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.W.R.S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

A

B
B
B

c
c
c

D

No.3

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R.s. 12.5%

c.w.R. s. 12.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 13.5%

c.w.R.s. 14.5%

14.5%

13.5%

13.5%

12.5%

A
A
À
À
A
A
À
À
À
A
A

A
A
À
A
A

12.5%

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No.3

c
c
c

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

13.5%

13.5%

14.5%

12.5%

12.5%

A
A
AB
AB
AB
ÀB
AB

B
CB
c
c



W. x ergs

No.1 C.w.R.S.

No.1 C.W.R.S.

No.3 C.w.R.S.

No.1 c.w.R.S.

No.2 C.W. R. S.

No.2 C.W.R.S.

14.5%

13.5%

A
A
ÀB
AB
AB
AB
AB

B
B
B
B

12.5%

13.s%

12.5%

No. 1

No. 1

No.2

No. 1

No.2

No.3

c.w. R. S .

c.w.R. S.

c.w. R. s .

c.w. R. s.

c.w.R. s.

c.w. R. s.

13.5%

14.5%

13.5%

12.5%

12.5%
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A
A
A
À
AB
AB
ABC

BC
BC

c
c
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